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PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled "Certain Problems in Wavelet Fractal 
Transforms" is an outcome of the study made by the author at the Depart-
ment of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India. The 
theory of Fractal Geometry was introduced by Benoit Mandelbrot in the 
early eighties to study irregular shapes. The theory of Wavelets was 
introduced by A. Grossman and J. Morlet in the mid eighties as functions 
whose translations and dilations could be used for expansions in L^(R). The 
combination of these two theories holds great promise for future researches 
in mathematics, theoretical physics, signal processing and image compres-
sion. 
The results obtained in the present thesis are generalizations of the 
results contained in the following research papers : [11], [13], [17], [33], 
[37], [41], [42] and [109]. 
The thesis comprises five chapters and each chapter is subdivided 
into various sections. Chapter-I presents a brief survey of basic Math-
ematical Notions, Fractal Geometry. Iterated Function System, Inverse 
problem. Function Spaces and Wavelet theory, which are essential for 
presentation of the subsequent chapters. Chapter-II delas with the inverse 
problem using Iterated Function System in the setting of Sobolev and 
(iO 
Besov spaces. Also it deals with the existence of a unique attractor and the 
Collage theorem for the Uniformly Locally Contractive Iterated Function 
System. In Chapter-Ill, we have described two-dimensional wavelet 
Chapter-IV is devoted to wavelet packet transforms and the wavelet packet 
series. In Chapter-V, some results concerning the convergence of 
two-dimensional wavelet series and wavelet packet series are obtained. 
These are generalizations of results concerning convergence of wavelet 
series, obtained earlier. 
A major part of the thesis has been presented in different confrences 
and seminars and a part of it has already been apperead in Pitman Research 
Notes in Mathematics Series, Vol. 377, 304-331 (1998). 
In the end a comprehensive bibliography is presented concerning 
wavelet. Wavelet Packet, Fractals and their applications. 
/[itV0it(H 
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CHAPTER - I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Introduction 
1.2 Basic Mathematical Notions 
1.3 Inverse Problem for Image 
1.4 Function spaces 
1.5 Wavelet theory 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Fractal Geometry and Wavelet theory have been invented in early 
eighties and combination of these two theories holds great promise for 
future researches as Meyer [79] has observed. There exists vast 
literature on these two theories and one may see Siddiqi, Ahmad and 
Mukheimer [98], specially for literature on these topics relevant to 
image processing. A remarkable paper of Berkner [13] provides close 
connection between these two theories. More precisely it solves the 
inverse problem "given a graph of a fractal interpolation function / 
which is the attracter of an unknown IFS with affine contraction maps 
Wj, Wj, ..., w^ find the maps w^". The solution of this problem is based 
on scaling properties of continuous wavelet transforms. Recently 
Siddiqi and Ahmad [96] have studied performance of these two theories 
in image compression. 
In this thesis we study the inverse problem for function and image 
approximation applying iterated function systems in the setting of 
Sobolev and Besov spaces; Two-dimensional wavelet transform and 
convergence of two-dimensional wavelet series; Uniformly locally 
iterated function system has also been obtained. 
For resentatien and proper understanding of the results obtained 
in this thesis, definitions, notations and results mentioned in this 
chapter are required. 
The concept of a Fractal and the discipline of Fractal Geometry 
was introduced by Benoit Mandelbrot in the early eighties to study 
irregular shapes like coastal lines, mountains, clouds or rain fail. 
Fractals are complicated looking sets like Cantor set, Sierpinski gasket, 
Sierpinski carpet, Von-Koch curve and Julia set, they arise out of 
simple algorithms. By now it is a well established discipline and a 
1 :-
comprehensive and updated bibliography can be found in, for example, 
Barnsley [7], Barnsley and Hurd [11] and Fisher [37]. 
A conference in the third week of June 1997 in Arcachon in 
the south west of France with Mandelbrot as the honorary chairman 
and all other leading workers in the field in the organising committee 
has treated the following theoretical and application aspects. Theoreti-
cal aspect : Dimension theory. Multi-fractal Analysis, IFS theory, 
Harmonic Analysis of Fractals, Dynamical systems. Wavelet and 
Fractals and Stochastic Analysis on Fractals. Applications : Signal 
Processing, Image Processing, Finance, Fractal Wave interactions. 
Computer Networks, Traffic Analysis, Processes on Fractal surfaces and 
Mechanical Aspects of Fractals. 
Barnsley [7,8] established a close connection between Functional 
Analysis, Fractals and Multimedia by demonstrating that Fractals can 
be defined in terms of fixed points of mappings defined on an 
appropriate metric space into itself and image compression can be 
studied through this methodology achieving marvelous results. He has 
already commercialized his achievements in the form of the top selling 
multimedia encyclopedia Encarta, published by Microsoft corporation, 
includes on one CD-ROM seven thousand colour photographs which 
may be viewed interactively on a computer screen. There are diverse 
images like that of buildings, musical instruments, people's faces, 
baseball bats, ferns. This development is known as the IFS theory 
(Iterated Function System theory) for image compression. Stewart [100] 
has explained in a simple language the far-reaching consequences of 
this theory which will drastically reduce the expenses on communi-
cation through fax machines manufactured based on this technique and 
methodology. It has been established that for a fairly large class of 
images IFS theory provides better compression ratio and quality of 
-: 2 
images after retrieval (see for example Fisher [37, 38] and recent papers 
on web resources) compared to most popular methods till now like DCT 
(JPEG) and Wavelet. It is also expected that the combination of fractal 
and wavelet techniques may still yield better results. This is a fast 
growing field in which besides mathematicians, computer and informatics 
scientists, physicists, chemists and engineers are actively involved and 
so it seems difficult to keep track of every new results. 
1.2 BASIC MATHEMATICAL NOTIONS 
We generally work in n-dimensional Euclidean space R", with 
n 
the usual Euclidean distance to be as d{x,y) = | J: - >' | = (Z {x-yy)'''' 
i=l 
where x, y e^ R". 
The set of all ordered pairs {{a,h) : a e A and b & B) is called 
the product of A and B and is denoted hy A ^ B. \i A a R" and 
B cz R" then A \ B a R"*". 
The supremum of any set A (sup A) which belongs to i? is the 
least number s such that x < s for every JC in /i, or is oo if no such 
number exists. Similarly, is the infimum. In general the sup A and 
inf A are thought of as the maximum and minimum of the set, 
respectively. 
We define the diameter \ A | of a (non-empty) subset of R" 
as the greatest distance apart of pairs of points in A. Thus 
\A\ = sup {\x-y\:x, yeA }. A set 4^ is bounded if it has finite 
diameter or, equivalently, if A is contained in some ball. 
A sequence {x^} in R" converges to a point jc of R" as 
m -> oo if, given 8 > 0, there exists a number N such that 
\x - x\ < e whenever m > N and can be written as Um x =' x. 
Wl—>00 
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A set is said to be closed if it contains its boundary and open 
if it contains none of its boundary points. The intersection of all the 
closed sets containing a set A is called the closure of A, written A. 
A set A is dense in B means that, the closure of A contains B. 
A set A is compact if any collection of open sets which covers 
A has a finite subcover which covers A. Technically, compactness is 
a useful property because it enables us to reduce infinite sets of 
conditions to finitely many. 
The class of Borel sets is the smallest collection of subsets of 
R" with the following properties: 
1) every open set and every closed set is a Borel set, 
2) the union of every finite or countable collection of Borel 
sets is a Borel set, and the intersection of every finite or countable 
collection of Borel sets is a Borel set. 
A function f : X -> Y is said to be bijection if it is both 
one-to-one and onto function. We can define the inverse function 
/ • ' : Y -> X by taking /"'(y) as the unique element of X such that 
Ax) = y. 
Certain functions from R" to R" which have a particular geometric 
significance is called transformations. The transformation 
T \ R" -^ R" is called isometry if it preserves distances, i.e. 
\Tix) - T(y) \ = \x - y\ , y X, y e R". A transformation T : R"-^ R" 
is a similarity if there is a constant c such that \T(x) - T(y)\ = 
c \x-y \ V X, y e R". A transformation T : R" -> R" is 
linear if T(x + y) = T{x) + T{y) and (^JLX) = X T{x) "^ x, y e R" and 
X e R, and a linear transformation is non-singular if T(x) = 0. Iff 
X = 0. If S: R" -^ R" is of the form S{x) = T{x) + a where T is a 
non-singular linear transformation and a is a point in R", then S is 
called an affine transformation. 
A function,/: X -^ Y is called a Holder function of exponent 
-: 4 : -
a if I J{x) - fly) \<c\x-y\'^^x, y e X for some constant c. 
We call the function f : X -^ Y is continuous at a point h of A" if 
J{x) —> J{b) as X -^ 6, and is continuous on X if it is continuous at 
all points oi X. If/: X -> 7 is a continuous bijection with continuous 
inverse / ' ' : Y -^ X then / is called a homeomorphism. 
A function/: R" -> R" is called differentiable at x with derivative 
the linear mapping f'{x) : R" -> R" if 
lim I Jix+h) - J{x) - f'(x)h \ 
\h\^0 -^-^ ^--—-^ ' =0 (1.2.1) 
I h I 
Let X and Y are subsets of R" we say that /^ : X -> K converge 
pointwise to a function f : X -> Y if /^(x) -> J{x) as A: -> oo for 
each X e X. Also we say the convergence is uniform if 
sup \f{x) - J{x) I ^ 0 as ^ -> oo. 
xeX 
Uniform convergence is stronger than pointwise convergence 
because the rate at which the limit is approached is uniform across 
X. If the functions /^ are continuous and converge uniformly to / then 
/ is continous. 
We call ^ a measure on R" if ji assigns a non-negative number, 
possibly oo , to each subset of R" such that : 
(a) n(<iJ) = 0; 
(b) ^(A) < ^(B) if A cz B-
(c) If A^, A^, ... is countable (or finite) sequence of sets then 
n( <j A.) < S ^(^.), 
i=l 1=1 
with equality if the A. are disjoint Borel sets. 
A measure on a bounded subset of R" for which 
0 < ii(R") < 00 will be called a mass distribution, and we think of 
^l(A) as the mass of the set ^4. 
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We give some examples of measures and mass distributions. 
Example A : (The counting measure) For each subset A of R" let 
r the number of Points in A '\i A is finite 
oo Otherwise 
Then ji is a measure on R" 
Example B : (Point mass) Let a be a point in R" and define 
i f fl e y4 
M(^)={ 
0 otherwise 
Then (i is a mass distribution, thought of as a point mass 
concentrated at a. 
Example C : (Lebesgue measure on R). Lebesgue measure V extends 
the idea of 'length' to a large collection of subsets of R that includes 
the Borel sets. For we can define the lebesgue measure for an arbitrary 
set A by 
I>(^)=inf { I {h^ - a.) • A ^Kj [fl, b} } (1.2.2) 
i = l /=1 
Then it is easy to verify that L\A^ is a measure. 
Example D : (Lebesgue measure on R") Let A = {(x,, x^, ..., x j 
e R" : a. < x. < b. } is a 'coordinate parallelepiped' in R" so the 
n-dimensional volume of A is given by 
Vol''(^) = (6, - fl,) {b^ - a^) ... (ft„ - a j 
The n-dimensional Lebesgue measure L" may be thought of as 
the extension of n-dimensional volume to a large class of sets. 
I"(y4)= inf { Z yo\\A) : Acz y^ A. ) (1.2.3) 
i:-
Example E : Let E^ denote the collection of 'binary intervals* of length 
2* of the form [r2-*, (r + 1) 2* ] where 0 < r < 2*-l. If we take 
//[r2-*,(r+l)2-*] = 2* we get that fi is Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. 
We say that a property holds for almost all of x, or almost 
everywhere if the set for which the property fails has |i measure zero. 
Let £> be a Borel subset of R" a n d / D -> ^ is a simple function, 
i.e. one that takes only finitly many values a,, a^, ..., a^ we define 
the integral with respect to the measure n of a non-negative simple 
function / as : 
| / t / n = E a. n{x : fix)=a.} 
7 = 1 
The monotone convergence theorem says that if /„: D -^ R is 
an increasing sequence of non-negative functions converging (pointwise) 
to / then 
lim \ f^dM = i f dju (1.2.4) 
m->cx3 
If y4 is a Borel subset of D, we define integration over the set 
^ by : 
L/rf>" = i f X^ d^ 
where 
Z^: R" ->^ R is the 'indicator function' , i.e. 
'^ O if 
1 if X e A 
(1.2.5) 
X ^ A 
A subset of a metric space is said to be clopen iff it is both 
closed and open. 
A metric space is called zero-dimensional iff there is a base for 
the open sets consisting of clopen sets. 
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R is not zero dimensional since the only clopen sets in the space 
R are ^ and R. 
Let a < b. The only clopen subsets of the space [a, b] are 
^ and [a, b]. Therefore, [a, b] is not zero-dimensional. 
The Middle Third Cantor Set : 
It is contructed from the unit interval [0,1] by Cantor (1845-
1918) a German mathematician at the University of Hall which is 
published in 1883, by sequence of deletion operations : 
0 i 
A^ = [0,1] 
A=lO,m]<j[2/3A] 
/ lj=[0.1/9]^[2/9,3/9]u[6/9,7/9]^[8/9,l] 
•<» • •« • • • » . « 
- - A^-... 
• F= n> A 
Fig. 1.2.1 
A^^A^^A^^ ... 3 >1„ 3 .. 
A^ consists of 2° intervals each of length (1/3)° so we can write 
2' 
A. = ^ I . 
' y=i ij 
The sets M„ = F o / . (/=0,1, ..., j=l, ...,2') constitute a base 
for the open sets of F. They are clopen in F, so F is zero-dimensional. 
-: 8:-
A metric space S has topological dimension 1 iff S is a base 
for the open sets consisting of sets with zero-dimensional boundary. 
The line R has topological dimension 1. In general, the topo-
logical dimension for metric takes value from this set {-l,0,l,2,...,oo}and 
denoted for any metric space S by ind S. The empty metric space 
^ has ind ^ = -1. If ^ is a non-negative integer, then we say 
ind S<kiff there is a base for the open sets of S consisting of 
sets U with ind dU < k-X. We say ind S = k iff ind S j; k but 
ind S < k-l. 
Finally if ind S < k is false for all integers k, then we say 
ind S = oo. 
THE SIERPINSKI GASKET : 
It is obtained by repeatedly removing equilateral traingles from 
an initial equilateral triangle, which is discovered by Polish -mathema-
tician (1882-1969) in 1916. 
AA 
Kj K^  K, 
Fig. 1.2.2 
The Sierpinski Gasket has topological dimension 1. 
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The topological dimension of the plane R^ is 2. In fact, it is 
known that ind R^ = d for all positive integers d and for more details 
see [34, 36]. 
THE VON KOCH CURVE : 
It is constructed from the unit interval [0,1], at each step the 
middle third of each interval is replaced by the other two sides of an 
equilateral triangle 
K. 
K. 
K, 
Fig. 1.2.3 
10 
The topological dimension for Von Koch Curve is 1. 
Let U<zR" be a non-empty set and the diameter of U is defined 
by \U\ = supllx-j^l : x, yell}, we say {U.} is a 5-cover of F where 
00 
F c u (/. if there is a countable collection of sets of diameter at 
most 5 that cover F. 
The 5-dimensional Hausdorff measure (H%F)) of F to be 
H' (F) = lint H' (F) where F is a subset of R" and 6 > 0 
5^0 
00 
/ / /(F) = inf{ S lUji' : {U.} is a 5-cover of F} (1.2.6) 
/ = 1 
H' is a measure. Also, the Hausdorff measure generalize the familiar 
ideas of length, area, volume, etc. So if F is a Borel subset of /?", 
then 
H\F) = C„ Vol°(/0 
where C^  = i^'^ («/2)! is the value of «-dimensional ball of 
diameter 1. 
Scaling Property : 
If FczR" and X > 0 then, 
H\XF) = X'H\F) where XF = {U : xeF} 
00 
0 
s=dim^ 
Fig. 1.2.4 
II :-
The graph of H*{F) shows that there is a critical value of s at 
which H'(F) jumps from oo to 0, that value is unique and called the 
Hausdorff dimension of F and written dim^ F. We can write 
dim„ F= inf {s : H%F)=0) = sup {s : H\F) = 00}. 
So that 
mn = { 00 if 0<;y<dim^ F 
0 if5>dim^F 
Let F be a flate disk of unit radius in R^ then 
H'{F) = length (F) = « 
0 < fP(F) = (7c/4) area (F) < co 
fP(F) = (47C/3) Vol(F) = 0. 
Thus dim„(F) = 2. 
The Hausdorff dimension of the real line ^ is 1. 
The Middle third cantor set has Hausdorff dimension equals 
log2/log3 and the'dim^F for the sierpinski gasket is log3/log2 and dim„ 
F for the Von Koch Curve is log4/log3. 
By looking to the previous examples and comparing the 
topological dimension with the Hausdorff dimension we will find 
ind F < dim^ F. So these are fractals a according to Mandelbrot's 
definition, a fractal is a set with Hausdorff dimension strictly greater 
than its topological dimension. For more details see ([7], [34], [36], 
[62], [70] and [85]). 
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Let {X, d) be a complete metric space and let T : X -^ X be 
a mapping of X into itself. The iterates of T are mappings 
7^ : X^ X, defined by T^(x) = x, r\x) = nr^{x)) = T{x), r\x) 
= T(r\x)) OT r^ = T^o r \ ... , T^ (x) = r(7^-'>(jc)). A mapping 
F on the set of real numbers R into itself is called an affine 
transformation if it is of the form F(x) = ax -^ b for all x e R, where 
a and b are constants. A mapping G on R^ into itself is called an affine 
transformation if it can be written as 
G{x, y) = (ax + by + e, ex + dy + J) 
where a, b, c, d, e and / are real numbers. G can also be written 
as : 
( a b\ , ) is 2 X 2 matrix and B is the column vector 
c d ^ 
\ r. ) • The mapping T is called a Lipschitz mapping if there exists 
a constant a > 0 such that d(T(x), T(y)) < adfx.yj for all JC, j e 
X. T is called contraction mapping if 0<a<l. a is called the 
contractivity factor of T. A Lipschitz continuous function T is called 
eventually contractive if there is a number n such that 7^ is a 
contraction map. Let 7 be a non-empty subset of a compact metric 
space (X,d) then a mapping S on Y into X is called a local (partitioned) 
contraction mapping on (X, d) if there is a number s, 0 < s < \, such 
13:-
that d(S(x), S(y}) < sd(x,y) for all x, y ^ Y. k complete metric space 
(X,d) equipped with n contraction mappings w. : X->X, /=1,2,... , n, 
denoted by {X, rf, w., / = 1, 2, ... / is called an Iterated Function 
System (IFS). A complete metric space (X,d) equipped with n eventually 
contractive mappings w. : X-^X, i = 1, 2 n, denoted by 
{X, d, w^ i = I, 2, .... nj called an eventually iterated function system. 
A local (partitioned) iterated function system (LIPS) is a compact 
metric space {X, d) equipped with n local contractive mappings 
w. : Y->X, YcX. A recurrent iterated function system (RIPS) is a 
collection w^, w^, .... w^ of n Lipschitz maps in a complete metric 
space X and « x n matrix (a.) satisfying la. = 1 for all ;. Bamsley 
[7] has stated that Iterated Function System (IFS) theorem as . For 
an IFS {X, d, w.} with contractivity factors i = 1, 2 n, the mapping 
W defined on H(X) = space of all compact subsets of X, into itself 
by W(B) = U"._j w.{B) is a contraction mapping on the complete metric 
space (H(X), h(.,.)), where 
h(A,B)=mzi\{d(A,B), d(B,A)}, 
d(A,B)=mdix{d(x,B), \ x € A), 
d(x.B)=max{d(x.y). \ y e B}. 
with the contractivity factor a - max a, that is, 
I<i<n 
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h(W(B),(W(C)) < a h(B,C) 
for all B, C e H(X). Consequently, W has a unique fixed point say 
A € H(X) which satisfies the relation A = W(A) = yjwj(A), and is 
given by 
A = lim W^"{B) for any B e H(X). 
n^oo 
This fixed point A is called the attractor or deterministic fractal or 
fractal. /7(.,.) is known as the Hausdorff metric. 
Let {R-, d, w^,i = 1, 2, .... n) be an IFS where w'5 are given by 
•'.(;) = (:>;) (;)^ Qx - A . . n. 
Then the following table is known as the IFS code 
w 
^ / 
w. 
w 
n 
a 
«/ 
« 2 
n 
b 
b, 
b, 
b 
n 
C 
"^1 
C; 
c 
n 
d 
d, 
^: 
d 
n 
e 
^, 
e. 
e 
n 
f 
f. 
f. 
/„ 
P 
Pi 
P2 
Pn 
Table 1.2.5 IFS code 
where 
P, - 1 
n 
E 
I - / 
det A 1 
\det A, 1 
\a d - be \ 
I \a d - bc\ 
1=1 
for / = 1, 2, .... n, the symbol ~ means "approximately equal to ". 
The numbers p^s can be interpreted as probabilities for finding the 
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attractor of an IFS using the chaos game algorithm. An image can be 
treated as a closed bounded (compact) subset of R-. The following 
result, known as the Collage Theorem, is very important for designing 
IFS whose attractors or fractals are close to a given image. Let 
(X, dj be a complete metric space and 5 be a given image, that is, 
S e H(X) and let e > 0 be also given. Choose an IFS {X, d, w^ i 
= I, 2, .... n) with contractivity factors a^ , i = I, 2 n, such 
that 
Then 
where 
h(S, KJw.(S)) < 8 . 
i=l 
1 B 
h{S. A) < h (S,W(S)) < 
1 - 5 1 
W(S) = u w.(S)) and s = max a 
i=l \<i<n 
and A is the attractor of the IFS. This theorem precisely tells us that 
if we can find an IFS code so that the Hausdorff distance between 
S and W(S) is very small, the attractor of W will be very close to 
the target image S. There are algorithms for finding attractors of given 
IFS like the Chaos Game Algorithm, the Photocopy Machine Algorithm 
(see Bamsley and Hurd [U] and Lu [71]). 
Basic technique of image compression through IFS is to find out 
appropriate affine contraction mappings w,, w^, ... w^ such that the 
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condition of Collage Theorem is satisfied namely S is very close to 
W(S) and so instead of communicating / storing the image we can 
communicate / store the fractal or attractor of IFS, that is, coefficients 
in the IFS code. For details of this method we refer to Barnsley 
[7, 8], Barnsley and Hurd [11], Lu [71], Jacquin [59,60], Fisher [37], 
Mazel and Hayes [78]. Most of the results concerning IFS have been 
extended foreventually, recentually, recurrent, and local (partitioned) 
IFSs enhancing the compression ratio and the quality of retrieved 
pictures (see Fisher [37], Saupe, Hamzaoui, hartenstein [87], Hart [56], 
Barnsley, Elton and Hardin [12]). 
1.3 INVERSE PROBLEIVI FOR IIVIAGE (FUNCTION) 
The problem of representing a given image (or a function) by 
the IFSs or their variations is a typical inverse problem. This involves 
finding the IFS parameters of an image that is exactly generated via 
an IFS. In the recent years the Iterated Function System with 
probabilities (IFSP), Iterated Fuzzy Set Systems (IFZS) and IFS with 
grey level maps (IFSM) have been introduced and the corresponding 
inverse problems have been investigated. Such an inverse problem is 
related to the problem of finding the image / function as the fixed 
point element of a given iteration algorithm of the type IFS, IFSF 
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and IFSM on function spaces like L , H"'' (Sobolev space of order m), 
weighted Sobolev space and Sobolev space on an arbitrary metric space. 
In purely abstract mathematical terms it comprises the following steps: 
(i) Finding a suitable metric space X in which to represent 
the image (function) 
(ii) Finding an appropriate metric d(.,.) on X 
(iii) Finding an appropriate contraction map T on X into itself. 
The fact that such problems have more than one solution 
motivated the search of different kinds of optimality. This problem has 
been studied in the recent years by Forte and Vrscay in series of papers 
in the setting for functions belonging to L and the space of distri-
butions. Siddiqi, Ahmad and Mukheimer (see [95],[96],[97] and [98]) 
have studied the problem in the setting of Sobolev and Besov spaces. 
We present here a resume of these results. 
Let F*(X) denote the set of all functions u : X -> [0,l]which 
are (i) upper semi continuous on (X, d) (ii) normalized, that is, for 
each u e F*(X) there exists an jc^  e X such that u(xj=l. 
For u e F*{X) and for each a e [0,1] the a-level sets of u are 
defined by 
[uY = { xeX I u(x) >a}, a&(0, 1} 
[uY = { xeX \ u(x) >0}. 
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It is clear that [ii]° € H(X). For each u, v e F*(X) we can define 
a metric 
dju,v) = sup h{{uY, [v]"). 
0<a<l 
(F*(X),w.,0) , where w.: X-^X are contraction maps, 0={^j,^^..., ^J 
and ^.'s /=!, 2, ...,« are mappings of [0,1] into itself (^.: [0,l]->^ [0,1]), 
each of them being (a) non-decreasing (b) right continuous (c) ^/0)=0 
for all (d) for at least one /,^.(1)=1, is called the Iterated Fuzzy set 
system (IFZS). 
Let contraction mappings w^ , w,, ... , w^ be associated with 
n 
probabilities Pj, p^ ..., p^ with L Pr^- Further more, let B(X) 
z=l 
denote the a-algebra of Borel subsets of X and M(X) denote the set 
of all probability measure on B(X). (M(X), w^ , T), whee T is defined 
by the relation 
(Tv)(S) = (Mv)(S) = Z%,. (v(w;' (S))) 
for a v€ M(X) and each SeH(X) is called the Iterated Function system 
with probabilities (IFSP). M(X) is a metric space with respect to the 
metric 
d„ (H, y) = sup I \^fd^ - }^.fdv\ 
feLip^(X) 
where 
Lip^iX) = {f : X-^R\ \f(x^ - f(x^ I < d(x^, A,) . V ;c,. x, e X}. 
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T defined above is called the Markov operator on {M(X), dji. , .)). 
for a measure ^ on B(X) and for any integer p > I, let L^(X, n) denote 
the vector space of all real valued functions u such that u^ is integrable 
on (B(X), fj). L {X, n) is a complete metric space with respect to the 
metric induced by the L norm, that is, 
d(u,v) = \\u . v||^^= ( J^ I u(x) - v{x) \Pdfi(x)yp 
(L (X, // ), Wf Oj, where <D = {t^,. ^„ ...^„ } with ^^ : R -^ R, known 
as the grey level maps, is called the Iterated Function system with grey 
level maps (IFSM). 
An operator T can be defined on IFSM as 
n 
(Tu)(x) = E V^, (u(w;'(x))). 
i=\ 
The prime (') signifies that the sum operates on all those terms for 
which wi^(x) is defined. If w''(x) = 0 for all /=1, 2, ..., n then 
(rM)(jc)=O.For XcJi", let m^"^ e M(X) denote the Lebesgue measure on 
B(X). The Indicator function of a subset A of X denoted by IJx) is 
defined by 
{' 
^ 0, 
xe A 
otherwise 
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Lip(R) = {^ ; R->R I \^t,) - ^Q \ < fi \t, -r,|} 
V tj, tj e R and for some Pe [0,oo). It can be verified that 
for any u e L (X, ju). \ < p < oo, and ^ G Lip(R), 1 < i < n, T is 
a mapping on L (X, n) into itself. In fact, T becomes a contraction 
mapping under certain assumptions and hence has a unique fixed point 
as L {X,fi) is a complete metric space. 
Affine IFSM on L^(X, n) is that IFSM on Lj(X, n) where (|), 
are given by <l).(t) = at +p^ , ^ e R, i = I, 2, .... n. Let X = [0,1] 
and fi = m^'^ with w/jc) = jx + a, = k,| </, /< '<.«• If T is contractive 
with fixed point u, then 
i/rx) = I a, i? ( ) + P, /^^^/x; = E [a v|y,(x) + ^,x./xj ] . 
This means that u may be expressed as a linear combination of both 
piecewise constant functions x,(x) as well as functions v|/^ (x) which are 
obtained by dilations and translations of u{x) and IJ^x) = 1 respectively. 
This reminds us of the role of scaling functions in wavelet theory. The 
Collage Theorem mentioned earlier can be rephrased as follows : Let 
{X,d) be a complete metric space, and for a given 
xeX there exists a contraction map W ; X->^X with contractivity factor 
a such that d(x,W(x)) < e. Then 
8 
d(x,x) < 
\-a 
where x is the fixed point of W. 
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In view of this result the inverse problem for approximation of 
functions in L (X, /u) by IFSM may be stated as follows : Given a 
target function v G LJiX.n) and a <J > 0, find an IFSM (LJ[X, //>, w^  
^) with associated operator T such that Hv-rvjl^  < 5. For i^ &M(X)^ 
a family A of subsets A = {A^ of X is called //-dense in a family 
N of subsets 5 of >^  if for every e > 0 and any B e N there exists 
a collection A e A such that A c. B and ^ (B\A) <z. {w. } be an 
infinite sequence of contraction maps on X into itself. We say that 
{w^ generates a 'V-dense and non-overlapping"-to be abbreviated as 
"^-d-n" family A of subsets of X if for every 8 > 0 and every 5cA^ 
there exists a finite set of integers /^  > 1, 1 < k < n, such that 
(i) A = ^ wJX) c B 
(ii) M(B\A) < 8 and 
(iii) Miy^a (^) ^ ^ . (^)) = 0 if k^ I 
If {w} satisfies the above conditions on (X,d), then inf {a}=0 
0, where a.'s are the contractivity factors of w.'s independent of //. 
If X =[0,1] and // is the Lebesgue measure, then the wavelet type 
functions 
W./X) = 2-' (x+j-1), i = \. 2 j=\, 2 2' 
can form a "n-d-n" family. 
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For each i* > 1, the set of maps {w ,^ j = 1, 2, .... 2'* } provides 
a set of 2-'* contractions of [0,1] which tile [0,1]. In 1995 Forte and 
Vrscay [41] obtained the following result which provided the solution 
of the inverse problem. 
Theorem 1.3.1 : Let \ e L (X.^), J < p < oo, then 
lim inf ||v - Pv\\^ = 0 
n->oo 
provided the sequence of contraction maps w. generates a "^-d-n" 
family A of subsets of X and w.'s are also one-to-one, where 
n' (r-v)(x) = E ,^ (««(x))). 
/ = / 
This theorem has been studied for local IFSM and special cases like 
/> = 2 and ^.'s affine maps. Forte and Vrscay have also carried out 
approximation of the target image "Lena", a 512 x 512 pixel grey scale 
image, with each fixed pixel having 256 possible values (8 bits, with 
values from 0 to 255, which are rescaled to values in [0,1]). 
Inverse problem in the setting of Sobolev, weighted Sobolev, 
Orlicz Sobolev spaces, and Sobolev space on an arbitrary metric space 
is essentially open. For presenting a typical result the following 
definitions and notations are required. We will confine ourselves to 
X = [a, b] being a closed interval in one dimension, however most 
of the results can be extended to /7-dimensional case (X c R") or even 
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in the case where X is a complete metric space. For detailed 
information about these spaces we refer to Adam [1], Kufner [68], 
Kufner and Sanding [69], Griffel [47], and Hajlasz et aJ. [45]. The 
support of a function / : R->R is the closure of {x \ f(x) ^ 0} denoted 
by supp(/). / is said to have bounded support if supp(/) cz [a, b]. 
It is said to have compact support if the closure of the set of points 
at which / does not vanish is compact. / is called infinitely differ-
entiable or smooth if its derivatives of all orders exist and are 
continuous. A test function is a smooth function with compact (in 
one dimension only, bounded) support. The set of all test functions 
over R / {a, h\ is denoted by D(R)/D(a,b). A linear function F on 
D(R) is a map F : D(R) -> R such that 
F(^ + yf) = F{il>) + F{y/) and F(a(l>) = aF(^) 
for all (l>, y/ e D(R) and a e R. 
F(^) = <t>(0) and G(<f, ) =] f(x)<l, (x)dx. 
a 
whee / is a real valued integrable function, are examples of linear 
functionals while H defined as 
b 
H((l> ) =J my\ dt 
a 
is not linear. A sequence of test functions {(ft^ is said to converge 
to ^ (^„-> <t>) if 
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(i) there is an interval [a,b] containing supp(<*) and supp(^J 
for all n, and 
(ii) for any k, <f>^^ {x) -> ^*' (x) as n - • «?, uniformly for 
jce[o, ft], where 4^^ denotes the it-th derivative of if) . 
A functional F on D(R) is called continuous if it maps a 
convergent sequence of D(R) into a convergent sequence in R, that 
is, if F(^J -> (^) whenever ^^  ->^  (^) in D{R). A continuous linear 
functional on D(R) is called a distribution or generalized function and 
the space of all distributions is denoted by D\R). F{<j>) or {F, 4>) will 
denote the image of if> under F or action of F at ^ . The delta distribution 
is defined by {S , ^) = ^ 0 ) for all (f> in D(R). A function f : R ^ 
R is called locally integrable if 
b 
\ \Ax)\dx 
a 
exists for all real numbers a and b. log [x| and \x\'' for -1 < a < 0 
are locally integrable, but functions with stronger singularities, such 
as |jr|", for a < -1 , are not. To every locally integrable function / there 
corresponds a distribution / defined as 
b 
F(^) = (F, ^J = i fix)<f> ix)dx 
a 
F is said to be generated by the function / , some times denoted 
by F but often this distribution is denoted by simply / Such 
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distributions are called regular distributions. All other distributions are 
called singular. The space of all distributions is a vector space. It is 
also a metric space. The product of two distributions is not necessarily 
a distribution unless one of them is a smooth function. The Heaviside 
function H is defined by 
H{x) { 0, X < 0 Vi, X = 0 
1, A: > 0 
and an almost identical function Hj is defined by 
r 0, X < 0 
' *• 1, X > 0 
H and Hj are locally integrable and they generate the same regular 
distribution 
0 
and 
00 
HJil>) = 1 (Kx)dx 
There is no distinction between H and H^ in distribution theory 
and this reflects the fact that from the point of view of the physicists 
the distinction between them is artificial. In fact one could never 
distinguish betwee H and H^ experimentally. Two distributions F and 
G are called equal on (a, b) if (F, t/i) = (G, ^) for all ^ e Z)(fl, b) 
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such that supp(^)c(a,ft). The derivative of a distribution / denoted by 
Dp or F is defined by 
(D^ if,) = -(F, (ff) 
or (2)^ ^) = (F(^')for all ^ e D. \x\ is not differentiable in the classical 
9 
sense but if we treat it as a distribution being locally integrable, its 
distributional derivative is the sign function defined as 
/ - 1 , X < 0 
The distributional derivative of the Heaviside and the Dirac delta 
functions are respectively the Dirac delta function and -^' (0). If a 
locally integrable function is also differentiable in the classical sense 
then the two drivatives coincide. It is clear that every distribution is 
differentiable in the sens of the definition mentioned above. A sequence 
of distributions {FJ is said to be convergent if the sequence of numbers 
{FJ[^)} is convergent for every test function ^. A distribution F is an 
integral of a distribution G if D^ = G. For any distribution F there 
are infinitely many distributions G such that D^.= F, and difference 
between any two of them is a constant. The space of all distributions 
generated by Cauchy sequences in D(a,b) is denoted by L^(a,b). 
L^{a,b) is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product 
defined by 
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b 
{F. G>„ = lim J^,(x)v',(x)^x = lmi< „^ , v^„ \,, 
w->oo a /i->oo 
where { ^„}and {y/J are Cauchy sequences generating the distributions 
Fand G : For any Cauchy sequence {^ }^ of test functions with compact 
support, there is a distribution F defined by (F,t// ) = lim (F,^J for 
n->oo 
all If/ € D{a,b). Such a distribution F is called the distribution generated 
t>y {^J- It can be shown that the space of all square integrable 
functions in the sense of Lebesgue over (a,b), i .e . , 
L^ia.b) is a subspace of the Hilbert space LXa,b) with respect to the 
inner product defined above. 
Sobolev space H\a,b) of distributions of order 1 is a subspace 
of L^{a,b) of those elements whose distributional derivatives also 
belong to L^{a,b), that is, W is a Hilbert space with respect to the 
inner product, 
W{a,b) = {F€L,(a, b)|Z),eL,(a,6)} 
W is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product, 
{F, G)„. = <F. G>,,^ „,^  + {DF, DG>,,^„,, 
= lim \(f>Jix)if/J^x)clx^ lim j <l>'Jx)y/'Jx)dx 
n-><xt a n->oo a 
or 
II ^ II = II ^ I U „ . . + II ^. 
An analogue of Theorem 1.3.1 for elements of fr(a,b) is the following. 
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Theorem 1.3.2 [95] : Let F e W{a, b) then 
lim inf \\ F - VF \\„\ = 0, 
where {X^{a,b), w^ ,^.} is an IFSM, 
X = tr{a.b), w, : lf(a,b)-^W (a.b), ^^ : R ^ R 
satisfies a weak Lipschitz condition on the space of all distributions 
that is there exists a ^ > 0 such that for all if/eD(a,b), 
b b 
\\ [(^,F,)(x) . (^.F,(x)] yf(x)dx\ <k\\ [F,(X) - F^(x)\yKx)dx\ 
a a 
for all Fj, Fj e D'{a,b) and w.'s are one-to-one contraction mappings 
generating a \i-d-n family A of subsets of X. In the case of one-to-
one afflne maps : 
w.{x) = A. (x) + b., 
where A's are « x « matrices with non-zero determinant, fe's are n-
vectors; the theorem is valid if the Jacobians of the w.'s are sufficiently 
small. 
1.4 FUNCTION SPACES 
The function spaces, which have been studied in areas like 
Fourier analysis, partial differential equations, approximation theory, 
mathematical physics and more recently in the wavelet theory, are : 
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(i) L spaces (ii) Holder (or Lipschitz class of functions) 
spaces (iii) Zygmund spaces (iv) Sobolev spaces (v) Lorentz 
spaces (vi) Calderon spaces {L spaces) (vii) Orlicz-Sobolev spaces 
(viii) I-M-S spaces (functions of Lip///^ class) (ix) Generalized Sobolev 
» 
spaces (Sobolev spaces over metric spaces) (x) Besove spaces (xi) 
Hardy spaces (xii) Tent spaces (Coifman Meyer Stein spaces) (xiii) 
P " spaces (xiv) Spaces of functions of bounded oscillation — BMO 
spaces (xv) Atomic Hardy spaces. 
All functions considered are real valued defined on R". However 
all these definitions can be extended for complex valued functions. Let 
Q c R". C(Q) denotes the set of real valued functions which are 
bounded and uniformly continuous functions in Q, equipped with the 
norm : | 1 / | | „ = sup \J{x) I (1.4.1) 
xeQ 
C{Q.) is a Banach space ( Q has appropriate properties). In many 
cases we prefer one dimension setting to understand the notion in a 
more concise manner than is possible in higher dimension. 
Let k e N (set of positive integers), then 
C*(Q) = {/• e C(Q) I D"/ e C(Q) if |a|<it} 
is a Banach space equipped with the norm 
l l / l ^ = l l / I U = ^ II^VIIo 
• • | a | < * 
n 
where a = (a , ,0^ , ... a ) with a e A^ , | a | = E a. and 
7=1 ' 
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- SfAf 
D-j{x) = {X) (1.4.2) 
5JC°» .. . . dx°" 
I n 
[C(n) is also written as C(n)] . 
For 0 < p < ao, L is the space of all those Lebesgue measurable 
functions such that l/f is Lebesgue integrable, that is, L^={f\ IQI/I^ dx <oo} 
and L^ = space of essentially bounded functions. L^ is a Banach space 
for 1 < /> < 00 with the norm 
II / K = ( n^l /^)P' ^y"^ \ <p <^ 
11/11,^= ess sup 1X^)1 
For Q < p < \, L is a quasi-Banach space [103]. Let A^y(x) 
= A'^ X-"^ ) = y(jc + /i) - y(x) and A^ **' = A '^ A^ ,^ k any natural number. 
Then 
k k 
\'fix) = Z (-1)*-^  ( ) Ax + Jh), h & n, X e Q (1.4.3) 
J=0 J 
A 
where ( ) are binomial coefficients 
J 
X • . / . ^ . I y(^) - Ay) I \ 
Lip X = I / e C I sup < ooj", 0 < X < 1 
\ X - y \'^ 
Lip X is a Banach space, with respect to norm 
/! Ax) - Ay) \ \ 
I I / i U x = II / i iao) + sup { — \ — ] ^ ^ ^ y 
I x-y 1^  
Let s e R, then we write 5 = [5] + {*} = [5]^  + {sy where [j]' are 
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integers, whereas 0 < {s} < 1 and 0 < {5}* < 1. Holder space 
H' = { / € C I II / | |„s = II / ||"i + I II D V 11" Lip{s} < «.} 
•= |a|=|*| 
Let s > 0, then Z* = { / e C | || /| |^ 
= II / ||,N- + S sup |/;|^ •l* 11 A\ D" f \\^ <«} 
|a|=k|-
The case s = k ox s = \, k & N is generally known as the Zygmund 
class of functions. Let 
co(o = CO (/: 0 = sup \f{x) - y o ) I, / > 0 
oo(/)->Q)(0), for f->0, CD is non-negative, non-decreasing, continuous on 
h_^ and subadditive (o)(/j + t^ < CD(?,) + co (/_j)). ©(Z", ?) is called the 
modulus of continuity of / 
r-th modulus of continuity of / e Z, (Q), 0 < p < 00 is defined 
as 
co,(/: 0 = (o(/; 0 
II / ll^ i „ = sup {t^if, t)) is a semi-norm of Lip a. For details see 
[29] and [103]. 
0 <p<<^Lip {a,Lp)= {f & L^\[ J„ |/(ac + t) - J{x)Y dxV'" < Mt-} 
I / \u,<a.LpJ = S^Up i n CO(/;0, 
is a semi-norm on Lip (a, p), 0 < a < I, p > I. 
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Generalized Lip a = {f e L^ |J„ | A',(/; jf) \^dx}"''< Mt", t > 0. See 
for details [29] and [103]. 
W ^ {f e \\L^ \ D" f e L^, \ a \ < k} is called Sobolev space 
of order k which is a Banach space with the norm 
11/ IU^o, = ( S II DVIIV^" (1-4.4) 
|a|<* 
It is a Hilbert space for /? = 2 and W^ = L ior k = 0. For details 
see [1], [67] and [103] and references therein. 
For Lorentz and Calderon spaces we refer to [29i?23-24]. 
Let N{x) = J M(t) dt, where M{t) > 0 is increasing, with 
0 
M(0)= 0. L^. the space of those functions / for which x^{af) < 1 for 
some a > 0, where 
%'if) = J A^(l/(0 \) dt <^ 
0 
is called Orlicz space 
X (^/) = I , for M{t) = ptP', p > 1 
Orlicz-Sobolev space denoted by W^^^ is defined as 
fT*^ . is a Banach space. It is a Sobolev space for M(t) = pt, p 
> 1. See Adams [1] and Trudinger [104] for details of Orlicz-Sobolev 
spaces. For weighted Sobolev spaces one may see [67a]. 
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I-M-S spaces {Lipj(t) class of functions) Let j(t) be a positive 
and non decreasing function defined on (0,1) then 
Lipj{t) = W e C I sup < M \ 
1 
(J I/r^  + 0 - Ax) Y))"" 
(Lipjit), L^)= { / e L ; I . . < M } 
{LipM, L^, r) == { f e L^\ (ojif, t)^ < j(t)} 
For details we refer to Izumi [58]. 
Let (X, d, ju) be a metric space (X, d) with finite diameter (dim 
X = sup d(x, y) < CO ) and a finie Borel measure //. For \ < p < ao 
x.yeX 
we define L'-^(X, d, //) and W'\X,d.n) as follows : WiX.d.p) 
= {/: X -> i? I / is measurable and 3 E a X, ^ {E) = 0 and 3 g € 
I / / / ) such that |/(jr) - yO) I < d(x. y) ig(x) + g(y)) for all x. y e X\E} 
W'-PiX. d, n)= {f ^ U-p {X, d, n)\f e LJ,n)}, W'^ (X. d. //) is a 
generalized Sobolev space recently studied in [52, 53 and 54]. 
Besov spaces denoted by Bpq" (R) are defined as : 
For 0 < a < r , 0 < / 7 < o o 
Bp,«(/?) = { / e L J (l[f- a>Jj; t)^]" ) < °o } 
V ( ^ ) = (/" e Z J sup t-° a>^  (f, t)< oo } 
t>o 
op r// 1/^ 
II / WE. = II / IL, ^ Oi^^JJ' %V ) , 0<9<oo 
0 t 
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- 11/11 + sup t" (ajif,t\. q=co 
^ t>0 
is a quasi norm on Bpq" (R) and for 1 < /? < oo, 1 < gr < oo it is a 
norm. 
Lip (a, p) = 5pq°, 0 < a < 1 and Sobolev spaces fT^" is equal 
to Besov spaces FF^ j". For more details and applications of Besov spaces 
we refer to [80, 103]. 
Let g be a locally integrable function on R. Then g is called 
to have bounded mean oscillation, that is, g eBMO if 
II g II* = sup Jl g{x) - g \ dx is finite 
where / is any finite subinterval of R and gj is the average of 
g over /. It may be observed that || g \\* is a seminorm on BMO which 
is a vector space. 
1.5 WAVELET THEORY 
Wavelet analysis is the outcome of the synthesis of ideas that 
have emerged in different branches of Mathematics, Physics and 
Engineering. Since the days of Fourier, scientists and engineers, besides 
mathematicians themselves, have made vigorous efforts to represent 
square integrable functions (signals having finite energy) as linear 
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combination of functions having some nice properties. Radamacher, 
Haar, Walsh, Franklin and Vilenkin have constructed non trigonometric 
orthonormal systems in their endeavour to accomplish this goal. The 
Walsh function was extensively studied and applied by Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers during the seventies and eighties prior to the 
invention of wavelets in the mid eighties (see for example [88] and 
[91] and references therein). In 1981, Stromberg [102] constructed an 
orthonormal spline system on the real line which is now termed as 
the first example of wavelet constracted by a mathematician. However, 
without having the knowledge of this work, physicists like Grossman 
and geophysicsts like Morlet were developing a technique to study non-
stationary signals which led to the development of the wavelet theory 
in the last decade (see [49-51]). Meyer, Daubechies, Mallat (see 
specially [24, 73, 74, 80, 81, 82]) have put this theory on firm 
foundation through the multiresolution analysis and establishing rela-
tionship between function spaces and wavelet coefficients. This sci-
entific discipline of vital importance has been introduced in an excellent 
way by Meyer [81], where he explained the relationship between 
fractals (another exciting scientific discipline) and wavelets along with 
fixture avenues of researches specially in understanding the hierarchial 
organization and formation of distant galaxies. For further interaction 
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of fractals and wavelets refer to Arneode et al [82] 1. Wavelet transform 
of fractals : from transition to chaos to fully developed turbulence. 
2. Optical wavelet transform of fractal growth phenomena, pp. 286-
352; Holschneider [57, 61a], Hardin et al [55]. Wornell and Oppenheim 
[28], pp. 785-800 and Hazewinkel [67b], wavelet understand fractals, 
217-219. Most of the important results on theory and applications of 
wavelets can be found in either references [2, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 
23, 24, 25, 28, 30, 31, 32, 44, 45, 48, 57, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 72, 
75, 76, 80, 81, 82, 86, 90, 92, 94, 101, 107, 108, 109, 110 and 116] 
or the references given therein. Since 1991 a generalization of wavelets, 
known as the wavelet packet has been studied by Wickerhauser, Meyer, 
Coifman and others (see [20, 21, 63, 72, 81, 84, 92, 94, 113, 115 
and 117]). Wavelet packets are also called arborescent wavelets and 
are particular linear combinations or superpositions of wavelets. 
Discrete wavelet packets have been thoroughly studied by 
Wickerhauser [113] who has also developed computer programmes and 
implemented them. 
The discovery of wavelets (small waves) was a result of an 
attempt to search a function which will generate the space of square 
integrable functions over the real line. The ideal tool for studying 
stationary signals is Fourier transformation, that is, natural stationary 
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signals decompose into the linear combination of waves (sines and 
cosines). In the same manner non-stationary signals decompose into 
linear combinations of wavelets. The study of non-stationary signals, 
where transient events appear that cannot be predicted necessitates 
techniques different from Foureir analysis. These techniques, which are 
specific to the non-stationary to the signals include wavelets of the 
time frequency type and wavelets of the time scale type. Time 
frequency wavelets are suited specially to the analysis of quasi-
stationary signals, while time scale wavelets are adopted to signals 
having a fractal structure. Time scale analysis in the case of image 
processing is called the Multiresolution analysis. This involves a vast 
range of scales for signal analysis. In the Fourier analysis there is no 
relation between Fourier coefficients and Fourier transforms while there 
is a close relationship between wavelet coefficients and wavelet 
transforms. The discrete wavelet transform is faster than the fast 
Fourier transform as it requires only 0(N) operatons while the fast 
Fourier transform needs 0(N log^ N). Well known Daubechies orthogo-
nal wavelets [ 2 ^ , 81] are a special case of wavelet packets. Wavelet 
packets are organized naturally into collections, and each collections 
is an orthonormal basis for L^^R). It is a simple but very powerfull 
extension of wavelets and multiresolution analysis. The wavelet packets 
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allow more flexibility in adopting the basis to the frequency contents 
of a signal and it is easy to develop a fast wavelet packet transform. 
The power of the wavelet packet lies in the fact that we have much 
more freedom in deciding which basis function we use to represent 
the given function. The best basis selection criteria and applications 
to image processing can be found in [20, 111 and 113]. 
Haar function is defme as 
h(x) = 1 , i f 0 < X < '/2 
= - 1 , if »/2 < A: < 1 
= 0, otherwise 
For n , k e Z, hj^x) where 
h^^ix) = 2'^h(2^x - k) ( 1 . 5 . 1 ) 
is called Haar orthonormal system. For a comprehensive account 
of this we refer to De-Vore and Lucier [31] and Schipp, Wade and 
Simon [88]. 
Walsh orthonormal systems is defined as follows : 
(p„(x) = 1 if 0 < A: < '/2 
= -1 if »/2 < jc < 1 
^^(x) = ^,(2"x), g>^{x + 1) = (PP) (1.5.2) 
{(pjix)} is known as the Rademacher system of functions. For n = 2"' 
+ 2"-' + ... + 2"J, Irij^, < «, r » is defined as if/Jix) = (pjx) cpjx) 
... ^^(x). y/„{x) is called the Walash orthonormal system (see for 
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example Schipp, Wade and Simon [88] and Siddiqui [91] for detailed 
infoimation about the literature of this system). 
Let / be an interval of R divided into a set of smaller subintervals. 
A function / on / is called a spline function of order 
m > 0 if it is polynomial of degree less than or equal to m + 1 on 
each of the given subintervals of / and if all of its derivatives upto 
order m are continuous on /. 
The characteristic function of [0, 1] is the piecewise constant 
spline. The piecewise linear spline is given by 
/ 1 - I A: I, if 0 < I X I < 1 
' ' W = I 0, otherwise < ' ^^* 
The concept of B-splines (basic splines) was introduced by Curry 
and Schoenber which are splines with the smallest possible support. 
The 5-spline of degree 1 is the characteristic function of [0, 1] and 
the 5-spline of degree n > 1 denoted by B\x) is defined recursively 
by the convolution : 
= J 5"->(j B"(x) = 5" * B"-\x)  B"-'(x - t) B%t) dt 
-00 
1 
= j B"-\x - t) dt 
0 
where B\x) is the characteristic function of [0, 1]. 
It can be seen that 
«+l (- l y , «+l X r « + 1 T « 
B\x)= Z _ - - ( )[x^ j ] 
y=0 n\ ^ j "^ ^ 2 -• + 
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where [x]"_^ == max {0, x}" is the one sided power function of 
degree n. For details of splines we refer to Chui [17], Schoenberg [89], 
DeVore and Lorentz [29] and Unser and Aldroubi in [105, 106]. 
A family of functions {cp.} in a Hilbert space H is called 
orthonormal if 
y 0 if i ^ J 
1 if / = 7 
The family {(p.} in H is called a frame if there exist constants 
.4 > 0, B<oo so that for all / in H, 
A WfW <!> \ if, 9) \' < B \\f IP 
A and B are called the frame bounds. If A = B then the frame is called 
the tight frame. If A = B = \ then the frame becomes an orthonormal 
basis. A system of functions {(p.} in H is called the Riesz basis or 
unconditional basis of / / if 
(a) for every f ^ H there are unique coefficients c^ such that 
./(^) = ^ ^» ^« 
(b) there are positive constants A, B such that for each f e H 
^ l l / I P < 2 \cJSB I I / IP 
Every Riesz basis is a frame but the converse need not be true. 
Every orthonormal basis is a Riesz basis and hence a frame [see 24, 
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67b]. (a) can be replaced by the condition that {(p.) are linearly 
independent in H. 
Definition 1.5.1 : A function y/eL^(R) is called a wavelet (or 
orthonormal wavelet) if the system y/^Xx) = 2^'^ y/{2'x - k), J, k e Z 
(set of integers) is an orthonormal basis of LJ^R), that is, the following 
conditions are satisfied : 
(¥jx), yf.S^)) = 5.,, S^ ,j.kBZ (1.5.4) 
where 8, is the Kronecker delta, and 
where 
c,, = (/; i^.,) (1.5.6) 
This definition can be generalized by replacing the orthonormal basis 
by a Riesz basis or furthermore by a frame. 
Definition 1.5.2 : The series given in the relation (1.4.5) is called the 
wavelet series and c.^ given in the relation (1.4.6) are called the wavelet 
coefficients. 
Definition 1.5.3 : Let a ^ Q, b are arbitrary real numbers, then 
¥.,, (X) = ( I fl I ) - " V ( ^ — ^ ) (1.5.7) 
a 
where y/ e LJ^R) and J xyAXi ^ = 0 is called continuous wavelet. 
-00 
The wavelet transform of f denoted by W , ., is defined as follows: 
1 OQ X - b 
^^,a.,if) = <f- ¥j = -rr.— J -^ ^^  <^  -^ ^ (^ -^ -^ ^ 
V \a\ -c» a 
Al 
It can be easily checked applying Parseval identity that 
where 
V'.iC^) = / !", g-^ * V^ '^y) (1-5.10) 
It must be observed carefully that there is no relationship between 
Fourier coefficients and Fourier transformation but the following 
relation holds in the wavelet case 
Definition 1.5.4 : A multiresolution analysis of L^K) is a sequence 
of its closed subspaces F., y e Z having the following properties : 
2. \{x) e V. if and only if v{2x) e V.^^, 
3. v(x) e V^ if and only if v(jf + 1) e V^ 
4. u r.is dense in L^iR) and n F = {0}, 
j=-oo •' j=-oo •' 
5. There exists a function <p e V^^ such that {(p((x - k), 
^ e Z} is an orthonormal basis of V^. 
tp (x) is called the scaling function.Since <p e F^  <z V^ there exist a 
sequence {h^) e /^  such that the scaling function g) satisfies the equation 
^(x) = 2 1. h. <p(2x - k) (1.5.12) 
k 
Equation (1.5.12) is known by several names, for example the dilation 
equation, refinement equation or two scale difference equation. It is easy to 
chedc that {g)'}, VAMOK (pSx) = 2''^ ^(2'jc -7) is an ortfaoncamal basis of V.. 
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We have the orthogonal complement of each in the next higher 
one on the ladder, that is 
V, e w^ =. v^. 
In general, V. © W. = K ,^, V. ± .W. 
Let W^ be spanned by the integer translates of a function y/, that 
is, translates of y/ are an orthonormal basis of W^. The PF.is generated 
by {|/^ .} where y/..{x) - V^ y/il'x- j). Since y/ & W^ cz F,, we have 
KA:) = 2 I ^, ^2jif - *) (1.5.13) 
iteZ 
It can be verified that 
{^ j.} is an orthonormal basis of L^{R). The Fourier transform of <p is 
given by 
^ ( ^ = Vi Zh^ e-''^(p{^l2) = m(#/2) $(<^/2) (1.5.15) 
where 
m(^ = Z/i, c-'"*^  (1.5.16) 
This leads to the orthogonality on the h^ 
^KKy = 2S,. (1.5.17) 
or on the function m(4) 
• I m ( ^ P + I m ( ^ + '/2)|^= 1 (1.5.18) 
There are two main methods to solve the dilation equation (1.5.12). 
One is by Fourier transform and the other is by matrix products. Both give 
^ as a limit not as an explicit function (see [23, 26, 27, 35, 63, 101] for 
a comprehensive account of the dilation equation). 
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Definition 1.5.5 : (Wavelet packets). Let {/ij and {g,) be two 
sequences of /, such that 
^ h^^^h^,= S, (1.5.19) 
neZ 
I, h^ = V2 (1.5.20) 
neZ 
g, = (-1)' ^ . , (1-5.21) 
Furthermore, let ^ (x) be a continuous and compactly supported 
real valued function R that solves the equation 
^0) (p(x) = V" S/r^  (p^lx - k) (1.5.22) 
k 
with ^ 0 ) = 1. 
Let y/{x) be an associated function defined by 
KJC) =2''^  2 g, <f>(2x.k) (1.5.23) 
A family of functions w^ e L^^R), n = 0, 1, 2, ..., defined 
recursively from tp and v^  as follows, is called the wavelet packet 
(i) a)^(k) = (p(x), (o^ix) = y4,x) 
(ii) (oJ,x) = 2'«i:/., ft;J2jc - A:) | (1.5.24) 
A - ° 
(iii) ey,^,(x) = 2'« Eg, fi>„(2x - k) 
\tf{x) and ^ x ) are often called mother and father wavelet. 
It has been proved that {fi>„(x - k)}, k e Z, is an orthonormal 
basis of L^iR) for all « > 0 where 
«-(^ -*)= ^^^-A(-f-0-^-7-2? *^-2i^ 2^ .(-7 -0 (1-5.25) 
For feL^iR). where 
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Ax) = t "t c„,H„(A- - k) (1.5.26) 
is called the wavelet packet series and c^ ^ are called wavelet packet 
coefficients of / 
For proof one may see Wickerhauser [113]. 
Example 1.5.6 : Haar function is a wavelet as h^^{x) (Eq. (1.4.1)) is 
an orthonormal basis of L^(R). The scaling function for this wavelet 
y4.x) is (p{x), the characteristic function of [0,1). h^ = l/>/2 for n = 
0, 1, ..., and 0 otherwise 
g = (-1)"^, 
On ^ ^ l-n 
sin n^ 
^ ^ = ^"4^ = c-"^ '^2 cos n^lltpi^ll) 
The space V^ consists of piecewise constant functions with 
possible jumps at integers. 
sin 7tx 
Example 1.5.7 : If (p{x) = Shannon sampling function then 
7IX 
the corresponding wavelet is Shannon wavelet given 
sin(2;rx) - sin(;a:) 
'^ Shannon^ '' 
nx 
^4) = X^.y2M2]^^ = characteristic function of [- —, —-] 
r (2;r)-"^ 7t < \ ^ \ < IK 
ijAx) = \ 
0, otherwise 
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Example 1.5.8 : Let <p{x) be piecewise linear spline (Eq. (1.5.3)) then 
i//(x) = v^/2 L(g^|-2g^+g^,) ^2x - n) where g^ are Fourier coefficients of 
n 
[(1 - sin^ ^/4) (1 + cos^ ^/2)-' (1 + cos^ ^/4)-' y^ 
See Daubechies [24] for more examples of higher order spline functions 
as scaling functions and the corresponding wavelets. 
Example 1.5.9 :(The Meyer wavelet). The Meyer wavelet is the 
inverse of Fourier transform of i/4y) where 
{ 
r ;r / 3 M 271 4;r 
(2;r)-»/2e.y/2sin [—- x{--—\y\.\)], - _ < |y| < — _ 
3 XT 4;r 8;r 
^ v ) = I (2;r)-''V>^2cos[4 v ( - — l y | - l ) ] , — ^ < \y\ 
In %n 
0, outside < Ivl < 
where 
Ky) 
ro, if X < 0 
^ 1 , if X > 1 
Example 1.5.10 : (Daubechies wavelet). These wavelets depend on an 
integer N > I that defines the support of (p(x) and yKx), namely [0, 
2A'^  - 1] and their regularity in the sense of Holder. Let (p{x) belong 
to C°, where a(N) and 
a(Ar) 
lim ——— = A > 0 ( /I ~ 1/5) 
Let 
P^{t) = 1 - c^ , l(sin u)^-' du = I A^e-'" 
0 |Ai<2A'-l 
with constant c^ chosen in such a way that Pf^in) = 0. There exists 
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1 2A-1 
at least one finite trigonometric sum m (t) = —— S h^e'^ such that 
\ 2 0 
I ^o( ' ) 1^  ~ ^Ar(0 ^"^ 'Wo(^ ) = 1- ^ is the solution of the dilation equation 
^x) = V2 2 /7^  <p(2x - k), where J <p(x) = 1 0 -00 From here we see that 
$(^ = m„(^/2) m„(^/22) m„(^/2') ... m„(^/20 ... 
where (p{^ = 0, ( \ ^ \"") at infinity where m = m{N) -> oo 
as N -> CO supp <p(x) c [0, 2A' - 1]. (p(x - k) is an orthonormal sequence. 
Let w,(0 = e'<2 -^')w ,^(/ + ;r) then 
yK^ = m , ( ^ ^ ^ / 2 ) m,(^/2) m„(^/22) /n„(^/2') ... m„(^/2') ... 
Inverse of y4,<^, that is, i/){x) is the desired wavelet. It may be 
observed that for iV = 1, (p(x) is the characteristic function of [0, 1) 
while i/4,x) = 1 on [0, 1/2) and -1 on [1/2, 1) and 0 elsewhere. 
The orthonormal basis 2^'^ i/4^2^x - k), j , k e Z, is then the Haar 
system. 
Example 1.5.11 :(Malvar wavelet) [See 81, pp. 75-87]. Let [a, a^J 
be a sequence of closed intervals on the real line R where .. a^< 
a <a<a<a<..., lim a=co and lim a=-co. Put 1=a^- a and let 
/—>00 J—>00 
or. > 0 be positive numbers such that 1. > a. + a^^ for for all / € 
Z. Let o).(t) be the characteristic functions of the interval \a, a ,] which 
must overlap if they are to be regular. More precisely it must satisfy 
the following conditions : 
0 < o).(t) < \ for aU t e R 
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(oj^t) = 0 if r < fl, or / > fl^, ^^, 
ft),.(0 = 1 if fl + a < t < a^^ - a^, 
+ or 
r 
(0'{a + r) + ft>-(a - r) = 1 if | r | > a 
(oAa + r) = w(fl - r) if I r | < a 
CO " - * * » • -
It can be checked that S {(oifyf = 1 
-oo 
The Malvar wavelet is defined as folows : 
(a) 
%P^ = V - ^ a > , ( t ) cos [ ^ ( ^ + _ _ ) ( / . a ) ] (1.5.28) 
it = 0, 1, 2, 3... andj 6 Z 
or (b) 
, 2 kn 
^^ ,*(0 =V—— fi;(0 cos—— (f-fl), for 7 e 2Z, ^ = 1,2,3... 
' 1 ' I ' 
y^jk^^^ = ^ — r ^/^) fo^ y e 2Z, ^ = 0 
/ 2 /:;r 
V t^(0 = V (o{t) sin (r-fl), for7 € 2 2 + 7 and k = 1,2,3... 
As seen above the Malvat wavelet has two distinct forms. Both 
forms are orthonormal basis of /-,(/?). 
Example 1.5.12 : (Wavelet packets). The Walsh system (oJ,x) 
1 1 
is a wavelet packet where h. = -r—•, g. = - —,—; ^ = 0, 1 ,w (A), 
V2 v2 
n e N and (0^(x - h), n e N, k e Z are orthonormal basis of L^R)-
The Walsh system is an example of wavelet packet which is not a 
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wavelet. Every wavelet can be treated as a wavelet packet where 
(p = {f/-^ ^ and ^ = ^/, Q jj( for details see [63, 92, 94, 111]). 
Let 1 N-\ 
m„(^) = — - I h,e-^^ 
and 1 A'-i 
m,(^) = —— I g,e-'*^ • yV > 1 
V2 it=0 
satisfying the conditions 
S, = i-^r%..u, or m,(^ = "^^ -^'"-^  m„(^+;r) 
m„(0) = 1, m„(^ ;ii 0 on [-;r/3, ;r/3] 
and 
one possible choice may be 
I m,(^ p = 1 = c J (sin tr-' dt, 
0 
where 
c^ J (sin /)^- ' ^/ = 1 
0 
For m^  = Vi (e-'^+ 1) and m,(^ = l/2(e-'^ ' - 1), {^ }^ and {g^) can be 
calculated and we have a corresponding wavelet packet. We have a 
wavelet for /i^ , /ij, /;2, h^, defined as follows : 
^/2\ = (l + V^),V2/7, = — ^ (3+v6) 
V'2;i^  = - i - (3-v^),-/2;»,= - i - (l-v4) 
It may be observed that (p{x) = w„(jr) appears as a fixed point 
of the operator T : L^(R)-^L^(R) defined by 
so 
2V-1 
rf[x) = Vl I /;, f{2x-k) 
0 
which becomes A /^  
{Tf)i4) = m,,(^/2)/r^/2) 
by taking Fourier transform. 
00 
I f / i s normalized, that is, J f (x) dx = 1, the fixed point is unique 
—00 
and is given by 
^ ^ = m„(^/2) m„(^ /2 )^ ..., m,(^/2') ... 
We may remark that periodized wavelet packets and wavelet 
packets on interval can be obtained from the wavelet packets on R 
proceeding on the lines discussed in [18, 24, 80]. 
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CHAPTER - II 
INVERSE PROBLEM FOR FUNCTION 
AND IMAGE APPROXIMATION 
2.1 Introduction 
2.2 Iterated Function System with Grey 
Level Maps on Sobolev space 
2.3 iterated Function System with Grey 
Level Maps on Besov space 
2.4 Uniformly Locally Contractive Iterated 
Function System 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter deals with inverse problem using Iterated Function 
System (IFS) over the Sobolev space W^^ or //'^ and Besov space 
B"^ (R) and die concq[)t of uniformly locally contractive Iterated Funciton System. 
The Iterated Function System with grey level maps (IFSM) is a 
set W of «-contraction maps w^ : X->X over a compact metric space 
(X,d) with an associated set ^ maps ^^: R->R. Associated with each 
IFSM an operator T which, under certain conditions, may be contractive 
with unique fixed point. We will study the inverse problem for the 
Iterated Function System with Grey Level Maps on the Sobolev space 
W^p, that is, for given target re W^ and 8>0 we find IFSM whose unique 
fixed point (attractor) u satisfies ||w-v||^lp < e. And the similar problem 
will also be studied for the Besov space B" (/?). These results, are 
extension of [41,42]. Finally the concept of uniformly locally contractive 
Iterated Function System is introduced and existence of a unique attractor 
and Collage theorem for this system have been intended. 
2.2 ITERATED FUNCTION SYSTEM WITH GREY LEVEL 
MAPS ON SOBOLEV SPACE 
An A -^map IFS with grey level map (IFSM) to the denoted as (W,4») 
is a set W of A^-contraction maps w. : X—>X over a compact metric space 
(X.d) with an associated set ^ of maps ^. : /? -> R. Associated with IFSM 
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an operator T which is under certain conditions may be contractive with 
unique fixed point. 
Definit ion 2 .2 .1 : Let €l be an open set of ^'' and K&{\X...} 
W^ = {feLp : D°f e L , |a | < A:} is called Sobolev space of order k 
which is a Banach space with the norm 
lal<A' 
where 
L^= {f : CI -^ R : I \f\P dx Zoo, l<pZoo } 
ft 
and 
D^Ax) = , |a| = S a ,a eA^  
^A: "i ... ^x % j=l 
I n •' 
Let ueWp and w.: X -> X. Define the operator T associated with 
7^-map IFSM (W, 4») 
n 
(Tu)ix) = I ^, (u(w;'{x))) (2.2.1) 
1=1 
The sum is defined only on terms for which w'^(x) is defined. 
Lemma 2 .2 .2 . : Let (W,i|») denote on N-map IFSM with associated 
operator T defined in (2.2.1). Assume that : 
(1) For any UGW^ and uow\ eW , \<m <N 
(2) ^^ eLip(R), i.e. \^Jx) - (f>^ (v)| < k \x-yl 1< m <A^  
where ^ > 0 , x, ye R. Then for 1< p<oo 
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Proof : Let UGW^. Then for \<m<N, we have 
I i^„ouow^-')ix)\P = K^^ot/oW J (x ) - {i^„ou){x) + ii^„ou){x)\p 
<2'-' \{<l>jiuow\){x) - {if>„ou){x)\P + 2'^'\{il>jau)(x)\P 
then by using assumtion (2) 
I {<tf„ouoyv^'){x)\P <l'^'kJuow'J{x) - {U)(X)\P + 2'^'|(^„OM)(X)|'' 
clearly gfxJsL^ 
Therefore (^ ouow ') eZ, 
then TueLp (2.2.2) 
from our definiton of the operator T if we want to show Tue W it's 
enough to prove that DTueLp, i.e. D (^^OMOW^"') e l 
\Di^jiuow^') (x)\P = \nm^^ouow^'(Xj,x^ x^^ XJ-^^OUOWJX)\P 
h->o 
h 
By Gauto drivative and also by using assumtion (2) we get 
\D(^^ouow^-'Xx)\'' <k^ I lim uow^-\x,.x^....^^^^ xJ-uowJx)\'' 
h 
= k^ \d (uow^-')K = ^ W 
ax 
;54: 
Then 
\\f(x) eL^ 
Therefore D (^^oi/ow^') eZ which implies that 
DTusL^ (2.2.3) 
by (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) 
We get that TueW . 
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.2.3 : Let (W,^) be an A -^map IFSM such that ^Jt) = 4^, where 
^^€/?, \<m<N. Then for any \<pZ.co and n be a finite measure on the 
a-algebra of Borel subsets of X, the associated operator T is contractive 
on W'p, with contraction factor C=0. 
Proof : Let u, v&W\ 
\\Tu-Tv\l\ = [\\Tu.Tv\\P.+\\D{Tu-Tv)\\PV'p Lp II ^ ' I ' ipJ 
A' 
s 
X m=\ 
= [J S USu{w-\{x))).(l,J^v{w\{x)))\p dvi 
N 
+ 
X m=l 
f 
J E [Z)[^„(«(M-'Jx))) . ^„(v(w-'Jx)))]'' rfn]''^ 
^ f 
< I [Jk„(«(>vU^)) ) -^„(v(w- 'Jx)) ) I" t/M]^ 'A' 
/ w = l A' 
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N 
+ 
m=l X 
2 [ l\Dyjuiw\(x))) - <^„(v(H--»))] |A' rf^i]"^ 
N N 
in=l X m=l X 
0 
This completes the proof. 
Let 7^ : W'^, -> Wp be the operator associated with the 7^-map 
IFSM ( W \ ^^ 
Given a target function ueWp&nd 5>0 we want to find an IFSM 
(W, ^) with associated operator T such that dp(v,Tv) <5, i.e. 
||v-7^v||^l can be made arbitrary small. 
Now we will state theorems for the formal solution to the inverse 
problem for IFSM on W'^ 
T h e o r e m 2.2 .4 : Let veW^^ix) where pe[l,oo). Assume that the finite 
set of IFS which is one-to-one map generates a fi-d-n family A of subsets 
of X 
Then 
lim inf | | v - r j | „ . l ^ = 0 
N->oo 
Proof : For « > 0, define 
B^. = {xeX : (i-l)/!" <. v(x) < i/l"}, l< i < 2^ 
B^^in^^ = {xeX : v(x) > 2"} 
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Each set B^^ QX'XS measurable in {X, /y). Now dedine the function 
22B 
v„(x) = E //2- I , J x ) + 2" I,,2n,, {X). (2.2.4) 
i = l 
4 - 1 i f X€.A 
where I,(x)= i 
^ 0 if xeA 
From the definition of the Lebesgue integral, we choose n to be 
sufficiently large so that. 
l|v-vJUl, < e/2 
0 if n(5J = 0 
6 = 1 
ni V 
for l</<22''+l then 
define 6^ . = \ 
1 otherwise 
22" 
V (x) = E 5 . /72" I„ j(x) + 6 ,2/,,,2" I^2«,, (x). (2.2.5) 
B^ ' ni BnA ' /i,2 +1 S2 +1 ^ ' ^ ' 
i=l 
Define ti = e/2"*'/ , 1 < / < 2 2n 
n-t-2 1„.22"M = e/2 
From our \i-d-n assumption of the IFS maps W we can find, for each 
B^. ,1< / < 2^" + 1 a finite set of IFS maps w.^ , such that 
\i{w.^{x) o w^i_x)) = 0 for k ^ I and n(BJw.(x)) Z.y\^^ , l</<22"+l 
where 
^.(A:) = Kj w ix). Now define the function 
A:=l 
;57 
22o 
uj^x) = S 6„, //2" I.^,^(x) + 5„,2.,,2- IVv,2«,,^ ,^(x) (2.2.6) 
i=l 
clearly ujix) eW^, Since u^(x) , Du^{x) eL^ and 
=[ Jl Z 5 . /72" I ,.,Xx) 
By Minkowski's inequality, i.e. 
| | a+6 | | ^^< | | a | | ^ lp+ llbll^lp. a . 6 e W 
l|v„-«J|^,< S 5„,. //2- i^(5„,.\<^ /x)) 
f=7 
+ S„.22''..2^" n(5„,2«,,\^/-(x)) 
< E (//2") n,, + 2" n„,,2n^^ 
1=1 
Z 8/4 + e/4 = 8/2 
For each ie {1, 2, ..., 2^"} s.t. 5 t^ 0 
' ' ni 
i.e., 5,. = v-'[(i-l)/2" , i/2''] ^ <|> and ^(B„.) > 0 
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we can find X,- e w^(x) s.t. 
^.= v(x) e [i/2-, (i+l)/2") 
If 5 ,^22n+, =^  0, we can find Xjln^, Gw^2n_^^(x) 
S.t. ^„,,2n^, = vCx^an j^) € [2", oo) 
Now define 
U (x) = H 5 . f IA (^X) + 5 ,2« ,^ £ -2n , IA 2M^ (x) 
The fiinction u^ is the fixed point of the IFSM Associated with each IFSM 
composed of the IFS maps w.^,1 < k < n. contained in w^ ,^7 < / < 2^"+/, 
is the constant grey level map ^.^^ (^) = h,^., tsR. From Lemma 2.2.3, 
its contraction factor is C = 0. 
Let A^  be the smallest integer such that w '^ of w contains all IFS maps. 
Let the constant grey level map ^^ ^ = ^^ then T u^ = u^, and 
C^ = 0 then we have inequality. 
= l|v-vJ|„7/||v.-i7J|,7^+||rr7„.Fv||„7^ 
Z 8/2 + 0 + 8/2 = 8 
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Hence given an e = 2"* ifc = {1,2, ...} we can find finite A^^ of IFSM 
||v-7^*v||^^<2-* 
thus lim inf ||v-r'v||„7p = 0 
N-+00 
This completes the proof. 
Remark : It may observed that the theroem 2.2.4 holds if derivative is 
taken into distributional sense. 
23 ITERATED FUNCTION SYSTEM WITH GREY LEVEL 
MAPS ON BESOV SPACE 
We study the problem for given V65" (/?) and e>0 find IFSM 
whose unique fixed point (attractor) u satisfies ||M-v||ga ^^^ <e. 
In the proof we require the following Lemmas. 
Lemma 2.3.1 : Let (W,<|>) denote an AT-map IFSM with associated 
operator T defined in (2.2.1) Assume that : 
1) For any ueB^^iR) and uow^^eB" (/?), l<m<A^ 
2) deLipiR), i.e. \6ix) - 6(y) \ < c\x-y |, \<m<N 
where 
Then for 
c > 0 x.yeR 
1< pZoo 
.69. 
Proof: Let ueB" (R). Then for \<m^ and by (2.2.2) Tu &L We want 
n 
to show that TueB° so it is enough to show that 
(I (r" w^(Tu,t) )9 </r/0"* is finite. 
0 
Jin w(7'M,0/ ^ /^' 
0 
fc 
0 0<h<t 
r. kf' sup I E (-ir ( ) Tu(t+jh)\r dtit 
0 0<A</ y=0 •> 
r. ^' 
/(r- 5«/7 I I (-ir (.) S ,^(«(H';>(r+>/7)))|)'' t/r// 
0 0<h<t 7=0 '' •==' 
A^ 00 r 
< I j(r» sup I Z (-ir ('') ,^(M0v'(r+77;)))|)'^  dtit 
k=l 0 0</j</ 7=0 > 
N 00 r 
= I J (r"s«/> I I ( - i r( ' ' ) <iJ,(«(Mv'(r+j/i)))-<i>,("(f+>/i)) 
k = l 0 0<h<t 7=0 •' 
+^,(«(r+77,))|)'' dtit 
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< Z ] t-^^ sup Y. {-\r^{.)\ </>,{u{w^\t+jh))yit>,{u{,t+jh)) 
k=l 0 0<h<t 7=0 «' 
N CO r 
k=l 0 o</i<r 7=0 «/ 
A^ 00 
k=l 0 0</i<r 7=0 ^ 
From assumption 1 and the fact that B" is linear space we get 
MOH''^  - ueLp. Moreover, from Assumption 2, ^^ou eL . 
Therefore 4^(0 is finite, it follows that TueB" . 
This completes the proof. 
L e m m a 2.3 .2 : Let (W, <|>) be an N-map IFSM on B" (R) such that 
t(0 = ^™' w*»ere ^^eR, \<m<N. 
Then for any \<pZ.co and n be a finite measure on the (T-algebra 
of Borel subsets of X, the associated operator T is contractive on 5" , 
with contraction factor C=0. 
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Proof : For u,\eB''^(R) 
(7 [ ' X iTu-Tv,t\]''dt/ty''' for 0< q <oo. + 
0 
N 
1 
X m=\ 
r f ^ 1 
= [ J I Z y^(u(w\{x))) - i^,{v(w\(x)))]\p ^MJ- 'P 
+ ( 1 [r« 5wp I S ( - i r ( . ) rM-rv(^ +y;,)|]'? f/r/f)"i 
0 0<h<t j=0 J 
N 
1 
m=l X 
< S [ I I i/>,(uiw\(x)) - ^,(v(w\ix)))\'' dix] "^ 
A^  00 r 
+ S ( j [r-'-'5«/7 S c - i r C " ) |<!),(M(vi^ -',(r+>Ay<. 
k=l 0 0<h<t 7=0 J 
A' N CO r 
= 2: [ J i^,-4,M'"' + s ( J -^"^•' sup i-ir^( )\k,-^,\''dty' 
k=l X^ k=l 0 0 h_t j 
0 
This completes the proof. 
In the following we will prove the formal solution to the Inverse Problem 
for IFSM on B" . 
pq 
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T h e o r e m 2.3.3 : Let veB" where OZaZr, o/.p<oo, oZq<<x) and XczR. 
Let E>o find IFSM {w,, w ,^ ..., ^v^} with grey level maps (i>. : i?->7?. Then 
the unique fixed point (attractor) u satisfied ||w-v||gff^ <e. 
i.e., 
lim inf | | v - rv | | ^a^= 0 
Proof: For n>0 define the function as in (2.2.4) and from the definition 
of the Lebesgue integral, we choose n to be sufficiently large so that 
||v-v ILa Ze/2 
II B I I B pq 
by using (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) we can see that 
||v -u |La = ||v -u II, 
+ ( / [t-« H'^ (v„-«,.Oj^ dt/t)' 
Z E / 2 
by using Minkowski's inequality and n to be sufficiently large. 
And by using Lemma 2.3.2 we get 
Ijv -u jLa = 0 
" n n"B pq 
Then 
l|v-rv||3a^^ < llv-vjl^a^^ + I |V„-«JIB% + WK-'T'MI^,, 
Z 8/2 + 0 + E/2 = E 
This completes the proof. 
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2.4 UNIFORMLY LOCALLY CONTRACTIVE ITERATED 
FUNCTION SYSTEM 
Fisher [37] and Barnsley and Hurd [11] have discussed the concept 
of partitioned (local) Iterated Function System (PIFS or LIFS) gener-
alizing the concept of well Known Iterated Function System (IFS) Also 
Edelstein [33] has studied Banach contraction linear theorems for 
uniformly locally contractive maps. 
In this section we will introduce the concept of Uniformly Locally 
Contractive Iterated System (ULCIFS) and prove existence of a unique 
attractor and the Collage thorem for this system. 
D e n n i t i o n 2 .4 .1 : A metric space iX,d) is called 8-chainable if for 
every point a, b of X there exists an s-chain, that is, finite set y points 
a=x^, AT J, ..., x^=b (n may depend on both a and b) such that 
d{x^^, x) < E, /=1,2, ...., n. 
In otherwords, T is uniformly locally contractive if T is contractive 
in a small neighbourhood, that is, T satisfies contractive conditions for 
sufficiently closed points. Edelstein [33] has extend the Banach contrac-
tion fixed point theorem in the following form. 
T h e o r e m 2 .4 .2 : if iX,d) is a e-chainable complete metric space, then 
every (8,X)-uniformly locally contractive map on X into itself has a 
unique fixed point. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 2.4.3 : A unifonnly locally contractive iterated function 
system consists of a 8-chainable complete metric space (X.d) together 
with a finite set of uniformly locally contractive mapping w^: X->X with 
respective contractivity factors X^, for «=1, 2, ...., N, denoted by {w^, 
n=\,2, ..., N) and its 
contractivity factor is 
X = max X.. 
\<i<N 
Let {X,d) be a s-chainable complete metric space and H{X) be the 
set of all non-empty compact subsets of X Barnsley [7] has shown that 
H{X) is a complete metric space with respect to the Hausdorff metric 
d{.,.) namely h{A.B) = max {d{A,B), d{B,A)) where d{A.B) = max {d{x,B)l 
x&A}, d(x,B) = min {d(a.b)\ beB} it can be also shown that if (H(x), 
h(.)) is E-chainable if {X,d) is chainable. 
T h e o r e m 2.4.4 : Let {X, w^, n=\, ..., A^ } be a uniformly locally 
contractive iterated funciton system with contractivity factor s. Then the 
transformation W : H{X) -^ H{X) defined by 
N 
W(B) = u w (5), V BeH^X) 
n=\ 
is a uniformly locally contractive mapping on the E-chainable metric 
space (H{x), h(. , .)), that is. 
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h(W(Bl W(C)) ZX h (B,C), 
as h(B,C) Ze for all B, CeH(X). It has a unique fixed point, 
AeH(X) satisfying the conditions 
N 
A=IV{A) = u w (A) 
where A = lim W'>"(B) for B€H(X) 
n->ao 
Proof : Since (X^d) is a E-chainable complete metric space, then 
(H(x), h(.,.)) is 8-chainable complete metric space and 
N 
W(B) = u w{B) satisfies the condition 
/=! ' 
hiW(B), W(C)) ZX h(B,C), where h(B,C) Ze. Implying thereby 
W: H(X) -> H(X) is uniformly locally contractive 
h(W(B). W(C)) = h(K^ wfB), Kj w/Q) 
/=] /=1 
<^max h(w^(B), w^iQ) 
by applying repeatedly the same argument we get, 
h(B^C, B'^O) < h{B,B') V h{C ,0) 
j ^ x {d{wl,B), w^iQ) V c/(w,(C), H',(5))} 
< max {XdiB, C) V A. rf(5.C)} 
1=1 
X h(B,C) 
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Hence W has a unique fixed point say AeH(X) by Edelstein [33] and 
A=W(A) = '^ ^ w. (A) 
where 
A = lim W^iB) for any BeH(X). 
n->oo 
This completes the proof. 
Now, we prove Collage Theorem for Uniformly locally contract.,^ 
Iterated Function System. 
Theorem 2 .4 .5 : Let {X.w., z=l, 2, ..., N} be a uniformly locally 
contractivity Iterated Function System with contractivity constants 
X., /=1, 2,..., A^  and let for 5>0, we have 
W(B) = Ji w.(B) < 5, then 
h(B,A) < 8/1-X 
where A denotes the attraction of the ULCIFS. 
Proof : By Eldestein theorem we have 
h(A,B) = h(B, lim W'>"(B)) 
n->^oo 
= lim h(B, W^iB)) 
n->oo 
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where W^{B) = WiB) and we define inductively ff^ <-*'>(5) 
= W(W'"'(B)), for n= 0,1,2, ..., A^  
By the triangle inequality 
N 
kC^>W'"'{B)) < E h{W'"'{B), W^'iB)) 
m=l 
N 
N 
Z X"-' hiB,W(B)) 
m=l 
Z (l-Xy h(B,W(B)) 
< 5/1-X, since h(B,W(B) Z 5. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark : It may be observed that Theorem 2.4.4. and Theorem 2.4.5 are 
extension of the IFS theorem and the collage theorem respectively. 
Advantage of these theorems are yet to be examined in Fractal Digital 
Image Proccessing. 
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CHAPTER -
SOME POINTS ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
WAVELET TRANSFORMS 
3.1 Introduction 
3.2 Preliminaries 
3.3 Results in two-dimensional wavelet transforms 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Let us recall the standard notions of continuous wavelet analysis. 
Continuous wavelet decompositions.Wavelet introduced (or re-intro-
duced in [49]) by A. Grossmann an J. Morlet, and many applications 
have been developed in particular, in signal analysis context [81]. In 
the one dimensional case, the basic idea is to decompose an arbitrary 
function/EL^(^) into elementary contributions (wavelets) generated by 
a unique one (the mother wavelet). 
In this chapter we describe two-dimensional wavelet generaliza-
tion and prove some analogous results for two-dimensional case and 
for more details you can see [3] and [46]. 
The notion of instantaneous frequency is replaced by the notion 
of local wave vector. To control the frequency localization of wavelets, 
an extra rotation degree of freedom is added with the usual scale and 
two-dimensional position parameters, i.e. we use families of wavelets 
generated from an analyzing wavelet by shifts, dilations and rotations. 
3.2 PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this chapter we will use the conventions 
<f.g> = J^  Ax)~g{?^) dx, f, gsL\R) 
70 
A^) = L Ax) e-'^ dx feL\R) 
and 
V 1 A 
Ax) = f('X). 
2n 
A mother wavelet is a function if/eL\R) such that admissibility 
condition is : 
00 du CO du 
0 U ^ U 
holds. If \j/ is differentiable basically means that vj/(0)=0, otherwise 
00 
stated as J wA^) dx = 0. 
To \|/ is associated the corresponding family of wavelets, i.e. 
dilated and translated copies of v|/ 
1 x-b 
Integral wavelet transform 7\ on L (^/?) is defined by : 
1 00 x-b 
Tfb,a) = j fix) v|/ ( ) dx, feL\R) (3.2.3) 
Any / e L\R) can be decomposed as follows : 
I f da db 
Ax) = -— \^' T/b,a) y^^^Jx) —- — - (3.2.4) 
A + •' . a a 
where the coefficients T (b.a) are given by 
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Tp>,a) = < / , M/^.,>. (3.2.5) 
For more details, we refer too [17], [24] and [79]. 
Let \^ix) &L\R}) rl} (R^) be a complex-valued function which 
is localized in such a way that : v|/(x) is compactly supported in a 
neighborhood /xj/ of the origin, and is maximal at the origin x=0. 
\ | /(^ is locally maximal at a given value of the frequency ^=^, 
and has good decay properties for away from k^. It can be assumed 
for instance that O(^) < K. H -^LH'" for some constant K and some cx>2. 
The following admissibility condition holds 
(3.2.6) 0 < ^w = J, —r— d^<«'-V „2 iit.||2 
The nonvanishing of C implies that 
V(0) = J2V(i) fl^ = 0 (3.2.7) 
Such a function is called an analyzing wavelet, to which we associate 
the following family of wavelets, i.e. shifted, dilated and rotated copies 
of \|/(x) : 
Va.e) (^) = ^ V (/-.e ^ ^ ), (3.2.8) 
where 
beR^ is a translation parameter. 
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aeR*^ is a scale or dialtion parameter, 
8e [0,2jc) is a rotation parameter, and r^ is the rotation 
matrix, i.e. 
[ CosO -Sin9 "i 
J 
Any J{x)eL\R^) can be decomposed as a superposition of such 
elementary wavelets, as 
i f da 
where 
= - ^ / 
^ — 
y(jr) M/(r^  ) dx. (3.2.10) 
fl^ /?' a 
If y(j[) is a signal to be analyzed, then due to localization 
properties of the wavelet \J/(J[), the coefficient T. (6,a,9) gives infor-
mations on the 'content of j{xy near the point x=h. Moreover, by 
Plancherel's formula 
TXb,a,Q) = -—- < /; vl)(b,a,e) > n.2.11) 
27C 
= J AD i ^ b 
2n R^ 
Therefore the wavelet coefficient T ib,a,Q) also measures the 'content 
of f{^y near the frequency ^ = r^ . kja. In other words, the wavelet 
v|/^ ^^ gj is localized in the neighborhood of the point (6, r^. kJa) in the 
phase space (or position-spatial frequency space), and the correspond-
ing wavelet coefficient TAb_,a,Q) gives a 'measure of the phase-space 
content' of j{x) near that point. 
3.3 RESULTS IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL WAVELET TRANSFORMS 
Set for feL\R') and 
ITdr 
(G(4,„e)^ (^) = li^-^'fi^)) W^ ) dx (3.3.1) 
R a 
such that 
and 
x-b 
W{b,a,Q,l) {x) = e'^^v)/(r^ ) (3.3.2) 
a 
Then 
G(,„.e,(^= < / , W^^,^> (3.3.3.) 
Theorem 3.3.1 : Let \\i€.L\R^) be such that 
r x-b_ 
J \Ws )? dQ da db = 1. (3.3.4) 
i?2x/r^x[o,2x) a 
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Then 
I ^</'^ (^.«.e.„> <S.^^,..u.> db dQ da di 
/f'jjr,x[0.2x] R' 
= 271 < / , g> 
for any / , ^€1^(7?^) 
Proof : By (3.3.1) and Parseval Identity, we have 
J(G,,„,, J) (i) (GZ^) il) dl 
R' 
= 271 \(G^^,^ J)^ (X) (G^,„3, gy (X) dx 
R^ 
271 ]j[x) Wir.e x-b ) g(x) \\i(r^^ x-b ) dx 
R^ a a 
= 2n I / ( x ) i ( i ^ \w(r.,x-b )\'dx 
R^ a 
where / denotes the inverse Fourier transform of / 
Therefore by (3.3.4), we have 
R^xR'^x[0,Zi() R' 
= / kc^as, J) ii) (G^^ „,e) S) (^) di dQ da db 
= J 27C J /(x) g(x> |\|/ ( r g ^ ) P dx dQ da db 
R^xR" ^ x[0,2%) R^ a 
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27t J fix) g{x) i |v|/ ( / - . . ^ )P fi^e ^a fl^6 dx 
2n < f, g> 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.3.2 : Let y be a mother wavelet such that for feL^(R^} 
(W^ J) (b,a,Q) = < /, vi/^,„,> 
Then for all /, geL\R^) 
i < / ' V«.e)> <T^^> db da dQ (3.3.5) 
R'xFrxlQ.ln) - - a 
= c^ < / s> 
Proof : 
Set Fix) = Jlx) vl*(ar.,. x) 
G(x) = gii) OC^^ e- ^) 
and by using Parseval Identity, we have 
1 < / ' M/,,„,,> < g-vi',,„.e,> ^^ ^ '^e 
^^x«\x[0,27t) - - a 
271 /?^X^.x[0,2jt) 271 /f^  
{1 1(2) e-'ab ip (argiiWzZ } ^^ 9 afa f/^  
76 
— I {J hi) e< '- % («r, l)d^} X 
27t R^iurx[o,ni\ 2it R' 
V gin) ^"^- ^ i^f.sn)du } dQ da db 
R^ a 
— J 0 F(i) e-^!^d^ kG{n)e-"'-df2)db da dO 
2n R^\R\\[0,2n) In R^ «• a 
- { - I A A 
2n In «'x/f.x|o.2n) 
F{b) (Gib) db} da dO 
a 
— { I Fix) Gix) dx} da dO 
2n R'\R\\10.2K) a 
{ \ fix) gix) dx j |v(a/-.e. x)\'_dg_ d9 } 
2it R^ R\\0.2n) a 
= 1 fit)mdt\ \^,{y)\' 
R" R-
= C^<f,g>. 
This completes the proof 
IMP 
dy 
Theorem 3.3.3 ; Let y/ be an analyzing wavelet. Then any feL\R^) 
decomposes as follows : 
/ = / < / ^*.„.e, > ^M.e, db _da_ dQ 
R^\R\x[0.2n) 
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is the limit of a sequence in L\R^) with respect to the norm topology, 
if C = 1 . 
V 
Proof : Let us define 
dj^x) = \ T^{b.a,Q) y/{b.a,Q){x)db dQ (3.3.6) 
«-x[0,2x) 
By Young's Inequality 
T^&L\E}) and d^&L\R^) for any a&R\ 
Put S" (x) = f d(x) da (3.3.7) 
a 
E 
a 
Then S\ and | S'd) \<\ ADl l^R' 
almost every e where. Therefore by Lebesgue Dominated Convergence 
Theorem, we have 
lim II f - S\\\ = 0 (3.3.8) 
P^ 00 
This completes the proof 
Remark : It may be observed that. Theorem 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.2 
are generalization of Theorem 3.7 and 3.10 in chui [17] respectively. 
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CHAPTER - IV 
WAVELET PACKET TRANFORMS 
4.1 Introduction 
4.2 Wavelet Packet Transforms 
4.3 Remarks on Wavelet Packet Series 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Berkner [13] has studied the self-similarity of zeros of wavelet 
transforms which is presented in the following theorem. 
Theorem A : Let / be a fractal interpolation function and {w,, w^, 
..., Wj^} an associated IFS with parameters a^, s^, t]., 5. and ^.. 
Furthermore, let v|/ be a wavelet with compact support [-k, k] and k 
vanishing moments, k > 2. Then for (b, a)eRKR^ with 
[-ak+b, ak+b] c [0,1] , 
the following equation holds : 
1 
IV^lf] (b.a) = W^U] (ai)+8,,a/j) 
5. a. I 1 
for each / = 1, 2, ... , ^ 
In the present section of the chapter we extend this theorem for 
wavelet packet transforms and in the last chapter we make certain 
remarks concerning the wavelet packets. 
4.2 GENERALIZED THEOREIVI IN WAVELET PACKET 
TRANSFORIVIS 
Barnsley [6] introduced some real-valued interpolation functions, 
defined on a compact interval in R. 
Let Jfo<Jc, < ... < Jf„- Let /. be the affine map satisfying 
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/Xx„) = X..,, /,(x„) = x^ /=1, 2, ..., n. (4.2.1) 
Let y ,^ y,, ... , y^  e R. Let - l < a < l , i = l , 2, ..., n 
Let X = [x^, x j . Let F. : XxR-^R satisfy. 
I ^/jf.JJ';) - ,^(j^ ..y,) I < a lV,-J2 I, JfGA-, >;,, y^eR (4.2.2) 
.^(^ o.>'o) = y^y • n^„'yJ = y. ^ i=h 2, ..., n (4.2.3) 
The fractal interpolation function associated with {(/.(x), F.{x,y))}"^^ 
is the unique function f : X -^ R satisfying 
Al.(x)) = F.(xJ[x)), /=1, 2, ..., n, x&X (2.2.4) 
for more details you can see [9], [10] and [77]. 
Zeros of wavelet transforms are important for signal analysis, 
especially for edge detection for more details see Mallat [75] and 
witkin [114]. 
The following theorem generalize Theorem A to the wavelet 
packet transforms. 
Theorem 4.2.1 : Let / be a fractal interpolation function and 
M={mj, ..., m^} as associated IFS with parameters a^ , e., r|^ , 5, and 
^.. Furthermore, let W^ be a wavelete packet with x > 2, then for 
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yeR 
the 
with 
[-k+y, y^k] 
following equation 
K„ [/] 0,1) = -
c [0,1] 
holds. 
1 
K' 
1 1 
^wn [/I («;'+e,a) (4.2.5) 
Proof : with condition (4.2.1) 
^„„ [/] 0,1) = J WJ,z-y) y(z) dz 
-k^y 
where W^ is defined as in (1.4.24) 
1 lik^y) 
J W„{l;\xyy) Al;\x) dx 
a. l^-k^y) 
1 /(*+>-) 1 
J wij:\xyy) {f{xy 11, v\xyi,yx 
a ly-k^y) 
1 / (*+>^) j r -8, 1 Jf-8, 
W„{ >') {f{xy^^, \)dx 
a /,(-*+>.; a, 6/ a, 
1 /,(*+;') x-e, 
J ^i y^f{^)dx 
a, 5, Ifck^y) " a, 
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r\. kp .^ *+ 
J WJ,x-y) X dx J W^{x-y) dx 
5, -k+y \ -k+y 
the second and the third terms are vanishing. 
Therefore 
M^„ [f] iy.l) = ' J W„ ( ' —) J{x) dx 
S, a I,(-k+y) a 
1 
= M,.„ [/] (a^ + E,, a,) 
5 a 
4.3 R E M A R K S O N W A V E L E T P A C K E T S E R I E S 
After few years of using wavelet to analyze fractal objects 
because of their ability to focus objects by using delations and 
translations from one single function. We will introduce in this chapter 
the use of wavelet packet series for analyzing some fractal objects. 
Argoul and his coworkers have described the wavelet transform 
which can be seen as a mathematical microscope to study the local 
scaling properties of fractal or multifractal objects and for more details 
see ([4 & 5]). 
The purpose of this section is to illuminate the potential use of 
wavelet packet transforms. 
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Definition 4.3.1 : A function J{x) = Z C ^  \\>^^ with 
w/x) = W(a'„ x-k) 
is called wavelet series if that function \|; satisfying the "admissibility 
condition" JH/(JC) dx = 0. 
In Stark's paper [99] he clarifies that self similarity is not enough 
to obtain the fractal dimension by introducing two examples, one that 
\j/ is wavelet and the other is not. After few calculation and counting 
boxes to calculate the fractal dimension he found that in the case of 
Weierstrass function which is a wavelet the dimension was fractal but 
for the Cantor function which is not wavelet the dimension become 
integer. 
The fractal dimension may be defined by : 
In A (^^ ) 
d= hm (4.3.1) 
^^0 In (1/^) 
where A (^^ ) is the number of squares of side ^ needed to cover the 
graph. 
Definition 4.3.2 : A sequence of functions {WJ belongs to L\R) 
called wavelet packets if it's satisfy 
WJx) = V2 Z /z, Wpx-k) 
I ^ ( 4 . 3 .2 ) 
W^^^,(x) = V2 lg,W^(2x-k) 
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{ 
{ 
where 
I. h ,,h ,= B,„ I/i = V2 (4.3.3) 
n-2k It'll kr n ^ ' 
and 
g, = (-1)* \ . , (4.3.4) 
Walsh system is a special case of wavelet packet. In case of 
1 1 
Harr filters in the above definition where h, = —;— , h, = —-— , 
>/2 V2 
1 1 
e„ = — , and g, = —— . So the walsh system can be written 
V2 V2 
by this formula 
WJx) = W^lx) + WS2x-\) 
(4.3.5) 
r 1 if 0<x<l 
where lVJx)= \ 
^ 0 otherwise 
As is [112] by Wickerhauser. He discovered a formula of wavelet 
packet combining the above system as : 
1 v, t 1 ^ t 
n< J' V 2 / 2 V2 ; 2 
Let n^ = { / : / = Z C^  ^„(/-A:) } where 
k " 
{C^}e/2(Z) so {WJ^t-j) : ^eZ} is an orthonormal basis for the space 
CI and 5^n„ = Q, ® H, 0 ... ® n,Ar,. 
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Theorem 4.3.3 : For every partition P of the non-negative integers 
into the sets of the form /^ „ = {2'/i, ..., 2>(n+l) -1 }, the collection 
of functions W"j^ = 2^ '^  WJ^lH-k), l^jeP, KGZ is an orthonormal basis 
of L\R). 
Proof : See [112] 
Definition 4.3.4 : Wavelet packet basis of L\R) is an orthonormal 
basis selected from the family of functions M where 
M = {2J'^ Wji2Jt-k), k&Z}. 
Let fit) be a function is L\R) and {C, : peZ} be the coefficients 
of ft) in 6'n„ where 0",^ = J 2"^ Wj[2't-p) ft) dt and the L\R) 
0 
function given by the projection denoted by 
p,[ft)) = S <y,2"' K(2't-p) 
peZ 
From {C, } we may calculate the coefficients of ft) in any space 
of 5JQ for 0 < / < / and 0 < « < 2'-J. 
1 
C-,^  = J 2^ Wp' t-p) ft) dt 
0 
peZ, 0 < s < \ and 0<n<2'-'. The coefficients of ft) in the 
subspace 8'Q^ form a sequence {C\ : peZ}. 
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i ^ 
s'n„ 
/ N 
5n„ 5Q, 
/ N / ^ 
«„ n, Qj n 
5'"o 
J 
\ 4 
s^n, 
/ \ 
5^2 5Q, 
/ \ i\ 
n o on 
* ' 4 * ' 5 6 ' 7 
Fig. : 4.3.1 
The top box in Fig. 4.3.1 corresponds to 6 r^2p, the bottom box 
corresponds to Q ,^ for 0<n<2' 
We have many choices to represent S'fij, as a direct sum of 
orthonormal basis subsets. The wavelet basis for h^^^ is H ,^ ©O, © 
5n,® S^Q,, and the Walsh basis is n„ © Q, © O, © Q, © Q, © Q, 
I I ' 0 1 2 3 4 5 
© n^ © n , . The wavelet packet coefficients of / are shown in the 
following figure. 
I po po po po 
'^ 30 ^ 3 1 ^ 32 ^ 33 
po po po po 
' ^ 34 > - 35 ' ^ 36 ^ 3 7 
- ^ 
po po po po 
^ 2 0 ' ^ 21 '^ 22 vv 23 V-
po po 
' ^ 10 ' ^ 11 
- ^ 
c° 00 00 
^ -
^ 10 "^ 11 
00 00 
^ 
r' r' c r' 
' ^ 20 '^ 21 V 22 ^ 23 
^ 
^ 1 0 ' ^ 11 
^ • V 
00 00 
^ 
^ 10 ^ 11 
00 00 
Fig. : 4.3.2 
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f{t) can be approximated by the partial sum of the wavelet packet series. 
2--1 
At) = 2 C\ W\ where n=2'"-l (4.3.6) 
i=0 '' *' 
W^^ = V^ Wj[2't-p), 0< s < L, 0 < «<2'-
and the wavelet packet coefficient are given by 
C"sP = J^ 2^' Wja-t-P) At) dt. (4.3.7) 
Also from the multiresolution analysis and function in L\R) 
can be approximated by the piece wise constant functions from 
^2. provided y is long enough. 
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CHAPTER - V 
CONVERGENCE OF WAVELET 
AND 
WAVELET PACKET SERIES 
5.1 Introduction 
5.2 Convergence of two-dimensional 
wavelet series 
5.3 Convergence of Wavelet Packet Series 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The problem of convergence of the wavelet series has been 
studied by Meyer [80]. Walter [108, 109] and Kelly, Kon and Raphael 
[66]. Meyer has proved that under certain regularity conditions on 
wavelets, the wavelet series of continuous functions converge every-
where. Kelly have extend these results and have obtained results 
analogous to those obtained by Carleson in 1966 and Hunt in 1968 
for the Fourier series. 
Walter [108, 109] has studied pointwise convergence of wavelet 
expansions of a distribution of function and he has proved that such 
expansion converges uniformly on compact subsets of intervals of 
continuity in the case of a function and converges pointwise to the 
value of the distribution where it exists in the case of distribution. 
Gonnet and Torresani [46] have studied two dimensional wavelet 
transform incorporating rotation parameter. In section 5.2 we will 
extend the results of Walter [109] for the wavelet expansions consid-
ered by Gonnet and Torresani. In the last section we present the results 
of Walter [109] extendable to the wavelet packet series. 
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5.2 CONVERGENCE OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
WAVELET SERIES 
Before presenting our results, we recall the following : 
Definition 5.2.1 : A sequence QJx,y) of functions in Lj{R) with 
parameter y belonging to R having the following properties : 
(i) there is a c > 0 such that 
00 
/ lej^.j)! dx <c, yeR , meN (5.2.1) 
- 0 0 
(ii) there is a c > 0 such that 
J Q^ix.y) dx ^ 1 (5.2.2) 
y-c 
uniformly on compact subsets of R, whenever m->ao 
(iii) for each r > 0 
Sup \Q„(x.y)\ -> 0, whenever m -»oo (5.2.3) 
\x-y\>r 
The sequence Qj(x,y) is called a quasi-positive sequence. 
Le t /be a second dimensional signal where its waxelet transform 
with respect to the analyzing wavelet \\i is defined by 
1 J. X - b 
7> {b,a,Q) = J J{x) M/CA-^  ) dx 
a^ R^ a 
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The family of wavelets {\\f^^„e^ix)} can be used almost as if it 
formed an orthonormal basis of L^(R^). Also T^(b,a,Q) can be written as 
T (b,a,Q) = j f(l) e' s k -^il^^) dl 
2n R' 
by using Plancherel's formula 
where fH) ^ ^ f 
= J e-"-^M) dt, 2 7C 
is Fourier transform o f / , beR^, aeR*_^, 0e[O, In) and 
r CosG -Sine T 
^^  ~ ^ Sine CosG ^ 
A wavelet is admissible signal, that is, a complex valved function 
i|/eZ-^ (/? )^ which satisfies the admissibility condition 
0 < C =J dl^ < c« (5.2.4) 
Where 
If v|/ is a regular enough (v);eL'(i?^)nl^(./?^)) the admissibility 
condition simply means that the wavelet has zero mean. 
$(0) = 0 <^ jx^ix) dx = 0 
In two-dimensional wavelet case the function vi/,. „, obtained from 
the wavelet \\f by translation, dilation and rotation is again a wavelet, 
i.e. satisfies the admissibility condition (5.2.4) whenever \\i does. 
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Remark : Any feL\R^) can be recoverfid from its wavelet transform 
T^Xt'0,0) bythis formula 
A?L) = J Tjib,a,B) M/(*,„.e)(^) ^b _da_ dQ 
C R'xJr^xlOJn] a 
The reproducing kernel Q^ has two distinict applications in 
practice. 
i) The transform T.{b,a,Q) obyes interpolation formulas, 
ii) It may be used to estimate the sampling distribution for discretization 
since it measures the correlation length of the transform. 
Let 
^....eCO = 2"" v|/(r^ i2'"t-n)) 
for ee[0,27c] , neR^ and 
r CosG -Sine i 
^^ '- Sine Cose-" 
feL\R) has two representations. 
^ 0 = 2 Z b^^ xv^^it) 
m n 
and 
m = S a^^l-'' cp{r_^ {2-t.n)) ^f Z fe,^M;,„, (/) 
« k=m n 
where convergence is in L\R^). The function y^ ^^ eF^  where V^ 
is defined in multiresolution analysis in L\R-) is the projection o f / 
onto V . 
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We can define /^ in terms of the reproducing kernel Q^^ {x,t) 
of F as 
m 
fJ^) = l e „ A O M dt (5.2.5) 
such that 
Q^{x,t) = 2" QJr_^i2'"x,2'"t)) (5.2.6) 
00 
Qir_^(2'"x,2'"t)) = S (p{r^(2'"x-n)) (p(r^(2'"/-«)) 
M=-00 
where 
(p is a multiresolution analysis {V^} of subspaces of L\R'^). 
Now, we prove the following Lemma. 
Lemma 5.2.2 : The reproducing kernel 
QJx-t) = 2''Q{r^{2'"x, 2"/) 
where 
Q{x,t) = I (p(r^ (x-«j (P(r^(^«)) 
n 
is a quasis-positive sequence provided q has the properties : 
QJx+l, y+\) = QJx+x) (5.2.7(i)) 
Qix,y)\ < C(l+\x-y\y^, 0<a, P<r, meN, (5.2.7(ii)) 
ax°ayP 
I Qix.y) r £/3^  = X", 0<a<r (5.2.7(iii)) 
/?2 
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Proof: We should satisfies (5.2.1), (5.2.2) and (5.2.3) in order to prove 
the reproducing Kernel is a quasi^positive sequence 
i) J iQ^/x.t)dQdx 
R^ 0 
In 
= \ \ 2'-|Q(r^(2'"A:,2'"0)l dQ dx 
/?^ 0 
In 
< r \ \ (l + |r^(x-2'"0l)"' dQdx 
R^ 0 
< r' by using (5.2.7(iii)) 
2n 
ii) j j Q„_,{x,t) dQdx 
lv-c.y+c]xR 0 
2n 
= 1 j Qixj) dOdx -> 1 
[rJt-2'"c),rJt-2'"c)]xR 0 
Converges uniformly on compact subsets of R' whenever /n->QO. 
(ill) \Q^(x.t)\<c J J dQ dx ^ 0 [r^it-2-)c,cc)xR 0 l+r^it-xy-
whenever m->oo 
implying therefore, sup \Q„Q{x,t)\—> 0, whenever m^oo 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.2.3 : Let {Q„Q(x,y)} be a quasi-postive sequence 
with rotation and let feL\R^) be a continuous on an open set U in 
R^ then 
-.93 
y+Tj In 
f„iy) = I J QJx.y) J{x) dQ dx-^f[y) 
y-Tj 0 
uniformly on compact subsets of V. 
Proof : Let ti > 0 then 
271 
\y-r\.y+r]]x R 0 
271 
+ I / QJx,y) J{x) dQ dx 
\y+x\,oo)xR 0 
27: 
- I J Q^ix,y) m de dx 
(-m,y-r\]xR 0 
2n 2 7t 
lv-n.y+n]\R 0 [y-Ti.j'+iilx/? o 
[v+il,oo)x/? 0 (-oo^y-Ti]xy? 0 
Now let K be a compact subset of U. 
Let F be a closed subset contained in U containing K. 
for yeV, choose T| such that 0<r|<c. \f{x)-f{y)\<e 
for yeV and pc->'|<r| 
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Implying therefore 
|IJ < 8 j 1 QJ.x,y)dQ dx 
Thus 
|l3l< sup \Q^{x,y)\ M l , 
< 8 ll/ll, , whenever m>M, 
Where M, so large. Now 
Tl< sup ie„0(A:.j)| <8 for m>M, 
We choose M>M^ so large, such that 
Q„e(x,;;)|<8, whenever m,>A/2 
ty-Ti.:>;+il]x/? 0 
In 
[y-T .^j+zwlx/J 0 
uniformly on R^ whenever m->oo 
\f{y)-f„{y)\ < IA>')-i,MiJ+|i3l 
27t 
[y-r\,y+r]]xR 0 
f f^^  
+ e J J \QJx,y)\ dQdx + s | | / | | , 
[y-n.j+iilxT? 0 
< 8 
which gives us the uniform convergence on V and hence on K. 
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We now show that the reproducing kernels q^(x,y) constitute 
a quasi-positive delta sequence with rotation. 
5.3 CONVERGENCE OF WAVELET PACKET SERIES 
Walter [109] has seen that every positive quasi sequence QJ,x,y) 
converges to 6(jc->') whenever m->oo. Also Feyer kernel for trigono-
metric system [110] and Norlund kernel for Walsh orthonormal system 
[84]are quasi-positive sequence. 
Lemma 5.3.1 : The reproducing Kernel of ^D.^=V for the wavelet 
packet 
qpj) - mx 2H) (5.3.1) 
where 
q(,x,t) = I wj,x-k) wjit-k) (5.3.2) 
is a quasi-positive sequence provided q has the properties : 
q{x+\,y+\) - q{x,y) (5.3.3(i)) 
q(x,y)\ <C(l+\x-y\y'' (5.3.3(ii)) 
5x°5yP 
1 
- 0 0 
q(x,y) y°dy = x", 0<a<r (5.3.3(iii)) 
In (5.3.3)(ii) the derivative is considered either in the distribu-
tional sense or in the sense of dyadic derivative (see for example [88]). 
Proof : 
(i) J \qp:t)\ dx = y I q{lJx, 2H)\dx 
-00 
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< C 1(1 + \pc-lit\ydx 
= c 
So the first condition (5.2.1) is satisfied 
y\c y±c 
(ii) J qj{x,t)dx = J 2' q{2>x, 2't) dx 
y-c y-c 
2^{y+c) 
J ^(v, IH) dv 
2'(y-c) 
t+2>c 
J q{x,t) dx 
t-2J-c 
converges uniformly on compact subset of R, whenever y->oo. 
(iii) I q(x,t) \ < c ] dx->0 
t+2Jc \+{t-xy 
whenever j—>oo. 
Theorem 5.3.2 : Every wavelet packet series of a function feL\R) 
converges at a point of continuity if the reproducing kernel of the 
wavelet paket satisfies (5.3.3). 
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Proof : Let Ti > 0, then 
y+f\ fjy) = i qp.t)Ax)dx 
y-1] 
+ J q.(x,t) Ax)dx + / qfx,t) f{x) dx 
y->-r] -00 
= Ay) J qp,t) dx+ J q.ixt) [/[x)-Ay)] dx 
y-x] y.^ 
+ J qj{x,t) fix) dx + 1 qj,x,t) fix) dx 
y^r\ 
Therefore, 
3-^-9 
\fiyyfM < \fly) - m \ qji.x,i) dx 
y%n 
+ I J 9/^.0 \Ax)-fiy)] dx 
+ 1 J qfx.t) fx) dx + / qfx.t) fix) dx 
y+r\ -00 
< 8 
whenever m->oo. Thus feL\R) converges uniformily. 
This completes the proof 
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